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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士在職專班 

碩士論文提要 

 

 

論文名稱：閱讀文學之教學初探:台灣雙語學生批判思考之行動研究 

指導教授：劉怡君教授 

研究生：陳宇欣 

論文提要內容： 

本論文以行動研究方式，探討一所台灣雙語學校英語為外語(EFL)學生，在接受

為期四十週的英語文學課程期間，哪些教學策略最能激發其做批判思考。研究的

對象為二十一位七年級的學生，按其 CEF 語言分級結果，九位為中高級程度，

十二位為中級。除探討教學策略的成效，亦分析這些策略對於兩組英語程度和學

習背景(有雙語教育背景及無雙語教育背景)相異的學生分別所產生的作用。透過

行動研究的步驟―亦為開發、實施、檢討、修正―以及五階段的學生學習成果分

析，教師—研究者不斷調整其教學策略來回應學生學習上的需求。 

本論文所探討之研究問題為三：(一)哪些文學課程的教學策略最能激發所有

研究對象做批判思考？(二)根據問題一，有雙語教育背景及無雙語教育背景的研

究對象分別受哪一教學策略刺激最多？ (三)透過文學教學，兩組研究對象分別

在哪些批判思考項目表現最有進步空間？ 

教師—研究者以 Ennis 的批判思考評分表為基礎做修正，並以此評分表比較

分析實驗對象之前測、學習單、與批判思考紙筆回應。根據資料與教師實際觀察，

鷹架理論、蘇格拉底式提問法、舉證、自身實例、創意思考與溝通式教學最能激

發學生產生批判思考，而所有研究對象無論其語言程度或學習背景如何，皆能表

現出批判思考的技能。不過，就情意上，中高級有雙語教育背景的學生較習慣於

開放性的思辯與討論過程，而中級無雙語教育背景的學生則因自身的語言及西方

文化認識的限制而需要適應與協助。 

關鍵字：行動研究、批判思考、文學、雙語、蘇格拉底式提問法 
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Abstract 

 

This study had been conducted in a seventh-grade bilingual classroom of nine 

high-intermediate and twelve intermediate English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 

students over forty weeks in Taiwan. The aim of the study was to seek strategies that 

would best help stimulate students’ critical thinking (CT) skills through the teaching 

of literature, and how those strategies affected the learning results of the two groups 

of participants with different language proficiency levels and prior education 

experiences (EFL bilingual context vs. EFL non-bilingual context). The 

teacher-researcher had adopted the developing, implementing, reflecting, and 

modifying steps of an action-research framework, and through analyzing students’ 

learning results in the 5 reflecting Stages, modified tasks and pedagogies were 

implemented right away to address students’ learning needs. Three questions 

anticipated responses from the study, which were: “What teaching strategies can 

stimulate all the participants’ critical thinking skills through literature?”, “Based on 

Question 1, which strategy is the most CT-stimulating for the bilingual group and 

which for the non-bilingual group?” and “Through literature study, which CT skills 

are the most-improved for the bilingual and the non-bilingual group?” In answering 

the questions, students’ pretest, weekly worksheets, and CT written responses were 

evaluated against the teacher-researcher’s self-created CT rubric adapted from Ennis’ 

version in every Stage for further lesson modification. Based on these data, 6 teaching 

strategies were proved to be CT-stimulating, which were: scaffolding, Socratic 

Questioning, evidence of proof, making personal connections, thinking outside the 

box, and adopting the Communicative Approach. All the participants were able to 

perform an amount of CT skills regardless of their language proficiency levels or 

learning backgrounds; however, in terms of CT dispositions, the high-intermediate 

bilingual participants feel more comfortable expressing their ideas openly, and the 

intermediate non-bilingual ones were influenced by their own linguistic and cultural 

limitations. 

 Keywords: action research, critical thinking, literature, bilingual, Socratic 

Questioning      
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Background and Motivation 

 Having witnessed generations of pedagogical modification and educational 

reform, the call for critical thinking (CT) across disciplines has secured its position in 

places where higher order thinking skills are valued. As attention from the educational 

and linguistic fields has also been drawn to the training of independent thinking, using 

literature to promote students’ CT in L1 classrooms has been one of the tested ways 

(McMillan & Gentile, 1988; Burroughs, 1993; Khatib & Shakouri, 2013; Kiruthikia & 

Kumaar, 2011). Although CT-conscious approaches encounter arguments made from 

cultural perspectives (Long, 2003) and considered challenging (Fahim & Bagheri, 

2012), CT has gradually gained its recognition in the EFL context (Ishikawa, Y. & 

Sasaki, D., &Yamamoto, S. J., 2007). In continuation to responding such 

controversies, the idea of using literature as primary teaching materials for teaching 

CT in EFL settings has piqued the curiosity of educators.  

As English proficiency evolved globally into a competing criterion for school 

and job applications, bilingual programs and schools have been established in 

non-native-English-speaking countries. In Taiwan, where English is currently the only 

compulsory official foreign language, the parents’ interests in formal English 

instruction have grown (Oladejo, 2006), sending their children to bilingual programs. 

In essence, how to bring forth the maximum potential of language progress with CT 

skills of bilingual learners in an EFL context deserves thorough exploration.  

However, little research has investigated teaching critical thinking through literature 

to bilingual students in EFL settings.  
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Similar to the findings that state the positive influence intensive literature 

reading has on the language and CT progressions of ESL/EFL learners (Mohammad 

& Nima, 2013), my personal learning experiences had made connections. Growing up 

as an English as a second language (ESL) learner and ending up becoming an EFL 

teacher in a bilingual program, I have personally experienced and witnessed the 

power and influence literature—rich in authentic yet subtle language use, ample in 

cultural implications stemming from historical context—can have on the language and 

CT progression of English learners. By reading literature works intensively and 

responding to thought-provoking questions raised by the teacher, students are being 

offered opportunities to acquire linguistic knowledge and be challenged to think 

outside the box.  

Given the challenge to teach literature to stimulate EFL students’ critical thinking 

abilities, an action research has taken place. In this present study, students were placed 

in a literature-based curriculum setting where English was the only language used for 

instruction and communication. In addition, instead of using articles or simplified 

adaptations, authentic literature works were assigned as teaching materials to provide 

students plots that called for in-depth discussions rather than responses to superficial 

comprehension questions. 

Research Questions 

To evaluate the impact of various teaching strategies on the growth of bilingual 

students’ critical thinking abilities, a one-year curriculum had been developed through 

the action research cycle following Lewin’s (1946) four stages. Moreover, based on 

the literature review findings, a definition of CT and rubrics to examine the students’ 

CT was proposed. The purpose of this study is to explore how students with different 
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language proficiency can be triggered off critical thinking by literature, and what 

pedagogies involved help stimulate the progress.  

To be specific, three research questions will lead the discussion of this study: 

1. What teaching strategies can stimulate all the participants’ critical thinking skills 

through literature? 

2. Based on Question 1, which strategy is the most CT-stimulating for the bilingual 

group and which for the non-bilingual group? 

3. Through literature study, which CT skills are the most-improved for the bilingual 

and the non-bilingual group? 

Significance of Study 

 During the time of this study, not much research had been done on either CT or 

bilingual EFL learning in Taiwan, not mentioning their connections. This study was 

not only conducted in an authentic bilingual classroom in EFL context for a year, but 

also aimed at exploring possible success in teaching students a set of critical thinking 

skills, and exploring the teaching procedures, strategies and student responses for 

future reference.   

 In addition to how little research was done on CT in Taiwan, CT was rarely taken 

as an approachable teaching objective for Taiwanese elementary school teachers due 

to reasons like curriculum restrain, examination pressure, students’ language 

proficiency and preferred personal teaching styles etc. This study thus served as a 

channel that demonstrated possibilities to stimulate CT skills in elementary 

classrooms in Taiwan. The detailed teaching processes, results and student/teacher 

feedback could possibly shed light on how involving CT in the language classroom 

was both doable and accessible.  
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 Last but not the least, this one-year action research which reflected the real 

classroom phenomena can support teachers who are also interested in trying the 

similar approaches with their students. Hopefully, this study could contribute to the 

knowledge progression of TESOL research.    

Overview of the Paper 

This paper consists of six chapters. The first chapter introduces how this research 

had come to form into reality. The second chapter gives a review of literature on 

definition of terms of existing relevant studies. The third chapter is on the 

methodology of this study. The fourth chapter follows through the actual teaching 

processes in detail, and also the performance results of the participants at each 

evaluating point. The fifth chapter is discussion and conclusion, and will answer the 3 

research questions, correspond to the existing research, and offer some teaching 

implications. The last chapter is a list of references that were referred to in this paper.  
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

Definitions of Critical Thinking 

 In this section, various interpretations of CT will be reviewed and compared. 

Then, a proposed definition of CT emerged from the reviewed literature and the 

perspective of the target context will be later adopted as the rubric for data analysis. 

An expert team conducting the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990) defines the 

concept of CT as strands of thinking that is logical, purposeful and self-regulating, 

and requires a thinker to carefully examine and provide evidence to support 

statements being made. Similarly, Paul, Elder and Bartell (1997) claim that to 

critically think, one has to re-evaluate the existing judgment, even if well-founded.  

In terms of the major significances that underlie CT, Halpern (1997) pitches in 

the use of cognition-required strategies and skills leading towards a meaningful and 

goal-driven type of thinking. In her point of view, for example, a CT person uses 

reasoning and inferring skills when making decisions. Echoing Halpern, Scriven and 

Paul’s findings (2003) also claim that CT is a disciplinary process of the mind with 

various higher-order thinking skills involved. Mulnix (2012) proposes that CT is a 

skill that could be learned and a habit that could be established relying on an 

intellectual system of values (Mulnix, 2012). Since the process of how one arrives at a 

final judgment is a major focus of CT, when weaving CT into teaching, it is important 

to prompt for active engagement in the use of logical debate and persuasion with 

reasons, not just for correct or definite answers. 

Beyond objective examination of what information and knowledge to believe, 
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Ennis redefines his continuous research on CT as “reasonable and reflective thinking 

focused on deciding what to believe or do” (1993, p.180), which states that the action 

resulting from thinking critically becomes extraordinarily important. In the review of 

Ennis’ book, Critical Thinking (1981), Fisher (2000) brings up the author’s 

“FRISCO” approach, which stands for “Focus, Reasons, Inference, Situation, Clarity, 

and Overview,” emphasizing on the credibility of information sources, which is 

crucial in CT. The core of CT is to consider whether something someone has said is 

believable, speculating with evidence and justification. Leicester and Taylor (2010), in 

their book dedicated to incorporating CT into primary curriculum, define a critical 

thinker as someone who asks questions, reflects their own beliefs, gives reasons based 

on evidence and logic, and analyzes to construct knowledge that is worthwhile.  

 Echoing the “doing” following CT is Cederblom and Paulsen’s (2006) dialogue 

with self, which aims for rational rather than comfortable stances and leads towards 

independent thinking across disciplines and beyond the academic setting. In other 

words, CT enables individuals to make rational judgments as they face the greater 

world. Moreover, CT is connected to one's autonomous development, which is the 

ability to make decisions and take actions (Cederblom & Paulsen, 2006).    

Standing on the giants’ shoulders, I have come across definitions of CT from 

various angles. Blending my research perspective with those that have been discussed, 

I define CT in this present study as an ability, which is:  

(1) Evaluating provided information with careful observation, logical reasoning, 

evidence of proof, personal experiences, and independent mind work. 

(2)Taking actions evoked by knowledge generated from CT.  
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The Influence of Literature on CT in L1 and ESL Teaching Context 

 Language, rather than literature, has once been the core objective of language 

courses (Kurtz, 1943), and thus the emphasis of the linguistic-based lessons is placed 

on students' reading instruction, leaving the understanding of the content without 

equal attention. However, literature has gradually secured its place in curriculum 

planning and teaching implementation of language classrooms for reasons such as 

authentic reader-text relationships and richness in culture (Mckay, 1986). As literature 

gained its way back into the spotlight (Duff & Maley, 1991, cited in Khatib, Rezaei, & 

Derakhshan, 2011, p. 201). It has started to be connected to CT (Lazere, 1987, p. 3; 

Tung & Chang, 2009) in terms of its relevant skills, such as “recalling, retrieving, and 

reflecting on prior experiences to construct meaning of the texts” (Khatib, & Shakouri, 

2013, p.103). According to Tung & Chang (2009), the reading of it involves critical 

exercising of the mind. Its rich and complex nature in character and plot development 

serves as a medium to stimulate higher-order thinking, offering its instructors 

abundant opportunities to ask students in-depth questions derived from text. Moreover, 

literature has been recognized as an excellent CT tool in addition to being knowledge 

providers and imagination cultivators (McMillan, M. M. & Gentile, L. M., 1988). 

Through reading, readers interpret the text, connect their personal experiences (Probst, 

1994), and stimulate processes of independent thinking for meaning-making. CT has 

become so essential for teaching literature that the National Assessment of Education 

Progress in the U.S. modifies its framework and tests students' abilities to make 

arguments on literary works (Burroughs, 1993).  

In general, the importance of adopting literature as teaching material for both 
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linguistic and CT purposes is now highly emphasized in the L1 & ESL language 

classrooms (Al-Shalabi, & Neimneh, & Omary, & Shureteh, & Abu-Joudeh, 2012) , 

and successful results of how literature teaching brought forth improvement in 

students’ overall CT skills has been witnessed in real EFL classrooms (Ubukawa & 

Ishida, 2003; Tung & Chang, 2009).  

Literature and CT in the EFL and Bilingual Context 

 Even though teaching literature to EFL students has its challenge, there are 

supporters in favor of using it to strengthen CT (Khatib, & Shakouri, 2013). Using 

literature in the EFL context according to Ellison (2010, p. 22) can make progress in 

the five pedagogic areas: “attitudinal, linguistic, cultural and intercultural, social and 

moral, and cognitive and creative.” Moreover, the reading of literature has been 

identified as a source to improving CT skills in the EFL context, such as “recognition, 

perception, understanding, analysis and reasoning” (Kiruthika, & Kumaar, 2011, p. 

293). In their essay, Kiruthika, & Kumaar (2011) demonstrated using “diagnosis, 

analysis, argument, and solution (logical reasoning)” as the four steps in interpreting 

the poem “Lotus” by Toru Dutt, using the procedures to show how CT skills could be 

explicitly elicited and taught through literary texts in Indian context.   

 The impact of teaching CT through literature in EFL context has been gaining 

recognition. As a result, integrating this rationale to bilingual programs becomes an 

emerging trend in EFL contexts.  

 Although early relevant bilingualism studies suggest that being bilingual has 

negative influence on learners’ cognitive performances (Barke & Perry-Williams, 

1938; Carrow, 1957; Harris, 1948; Saer, 1923), recent studies indicate that 
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bilingualism actually enhances cognitive abilities, such as: divergent thinking skills 

(Konaka, 1997), problem-solving (Stephens, 1997), and CT (Gunning, 1981). 

Moreover, bilingualism promotes “creative thinking abilities” (Carringer, 1974, p. 502) 

and allows learners to focus on “ideas but not words.” (Albert, Albert & Radsma, 

2002). Similarly, building on the theory that language fosters thoughts, the 

multilingual nature of individuals has been held accountable in affecting their viewing 

of things (Whorf, 1956). In this sense, a bilingual learner has a higher chance of 

processing information in more than one pattern than a monolingual person. Thus, 

how teachers can teach bilingual students to bring forth the maximum potential of CT 

skills through literature works and how the proficiency of their two languages 

responds to CT teaching pedagogy are questions that require further exploration. In 

her qualitative study of how literature serves as a medium to stimulate CT viewpoints 

out of bilingual children in an American lower-grade immersion program, results are 

shown that bilingualism, along with multicultural backgrounds, have helped inspire 

the pupils to let out independent ideas generated from logical-reasoning and evidence 

(Fain, 2008). However, despite the rising level of recognition and awareness of the 

importance of CT training, and the existing implications of using literature as its 

mediation, few studies have offered pedagogical strategies based on authentic 

trial-and-error experiences, especially focusing on bilingual kids. In my research, I 

intend to identify the problems of a bilingual class shaped around literature-stimulated 

CT training and discuss the effectiveness of various approaches and strategies in 

response to the problems. 
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Action Research 

This study is conducted through an action research, which involves the process 

of addressing “an immediate problematic situation” (Rapoport, 1970) and highly 

connects “research” and “practice” by going through cycles of “problem diagnosis, 

action intervention, and reflective learning” (Avison, D.; Lau, F.; Myers, M.; Nielsen, 

P. A., 1999: 94). Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) claim that action research, which is 

better to be done by practitioners rather than outsiders, is of a “collaborative” nature 

and sets its goals at improving things. In other words, modifying pedagogical methods 

and practices through the practitioners’ self-reflection and evaluation (Calvert & 

Sheen, 2014) collaborates researchers and classroom teacher communities (Sowa, 

2009; Wyatt, 2011). Taken all that has been mentioned, one of the most significant 

features of conducting an action research for language teachers is the practicality of 

turning language classrooms into research fields in search for better ways to make 

teaching work for the learners: the theories, practices and results can be examined, 

revised, and administered repeatedly.      

The history of action research can be dated back to Lewin’s study (1946: 34-46), 

which sets the procedures in four stages as the following: 

1. Identify a problem or question, 2. Carry out an action, 3. Observe and reflect 

on the outcome, 4. Plan another action.  

Underpinned by the methodology of Action Research, Calvert and Sheen 

(Calvert, M., & Sheen, Y. 2015) underwent procedural cycles to emphasize the 

importance of the “creation, implementation, and evaluation” (pp. 226) phases in 

lesson planning. To demonstrate their belief that successful language teaching results 
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from key actions, Calvert and Sheen (Calvert, M., & Sheen, Y. 2015) listed four 

categories: Developing, Implementing, Critically Reflecting, and Modifying. 

In addition, they had recorded the process and stages in responding to the four 

categories, and established a procedural guideline.  

1. In the first stage, having identified the learners’ language proficiency and needs, the 

instructors set their teaching objectives and planned a TBLT lesson. 2. They carried 

out the actual lesson, including pre-tasks, main tasks, post-tasks, and student-response 

collecting. 3. The instructors evaluated the lesson by checking student performance 

results (handouts), teachers’ observation, and questionnaires. 4. The instructors 

underwent self-reflection and examined the evaluation results. 5. They discussed the 

outcome with more experienced peers.  

In their study, Calvert and Sheen framed the unsuccessful lesson using Skehan and 

Foster’s (2001) categorization of three areas that influence the learning outcomes, 

which were: Code Complexity (language difficulty), Cognitive Complexity (level of 

cognitive demands), and Communicative Stress (e.g. restriction of time). 

 Having identified the problems in their first lesson, the instructors modified 

various parts of that lesson and implemented the new one two weeks later. The 

authors concluded that the “creating, implementing, and evaluating” (pp. 241) 

processes of the two lessons were remarkably beneficial for the classroom teachers 

and researchers because not only did they helped them understand the learners’ lacks 

and needs, but the approaches made through modification of the lessons also enabled 

them to respond to those lacks and needs. 
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Chapter 3 

 Methodology 

 In my study, I adopted Calvert and Sheen’s theoretical framework of action 

research to serve as the basis of my lesson planning, implementation, evaluation, and 

modification. 

Method 

 Research Procedure. Given that action research is an interactive and 

goal-driven inquiry process in which problems emerging from a new implementation 

are collaboratively negotiated for solutions, analysis for the dynamic process affords 

situated knowledge on developing and shaping a guideline of intended practice. In 

this study, the analysis of the action process is unfolded in four circulating steps 

suggested by Calvert and Sheen (Calvert & Sheen, 2015): developing, implementing, 

reflecting, modifying. 

Research Context. The research was conducted in a one-year 7
th

-grade literature 

class in a bilingual school in northern Taiwan. English is the only language allowed 

for instruction and communication for the English courses; students are asked to only 

speak English in class, and the teacher-researcher only teaches and converses with 

students in English at all times. The class meets once per week for 80 minutes each 

session, and continues for a year (2 semesters). In terms of instructional structure and 

teaching materials, the teacher-researcher is allowed liberty to design lessons, choose 

textbooks, make pedagogical modifications, and set evaluation criteria for the class.   

Participants. During the period of study, there were twenty-one 

participants—nine with bilingual background and twelve without. The bilingual 

group’s Cambridge English Language Assessment results were equivalent to a B1 

(high-intermediate) level on the CEF scale, and the non-bilingual students were on the 
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A2 (intermediate) level.  

The bilingual students had enrolled in bilingual programs during their primary 

education period, which emphasized that, in addition to English language arts, 

students were taught other subject matters in English as well. Thus, they were 

accustomed to content-based instruction—viewing English as tools for teaching and 

learning—and were frequently exposed to Western cultures as well as 

student-centered teaching styles. They had been immersed in an English setting where 

understanding and responding to English-only lectures and discussions were common, 

and had thus become highly proficient in all four linguistic areas, with speaking and 

listening skills being remarkably strong. They also had ample opportunities to do 

outside reading in English, whether from the schools’ library or teacher-advised 

purchases. Some students were reading novels such as Divergent or Sherlock Holmes 

at the time of the research.   

The twelve non-bilingual students had no experience of formal English-only or 

content-based instruction at all. In fact, many had acquired their English skills through 

informal education, resulting in decent knowledge on vocabulary and sentence 

patterns but low competency on communication and comprehension. While 

vocabulary and grammar helped these students read and write simple texts, they 

provided little assistance when it came to expressing ideas. The non-bilingual students 

had been used to teacher-centered lectures and were unfamiliar with the 

communicative approach. Lastly, these students had less exposure to do outside or 

pleasure reading in English, resulting in having fewer exposure to Western cultures as 

well as opportunities to build comprehensive skills or reading paces. 
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Teaching Materials. Having enrolled in a bilingual program or not during their 

elementary years, all students had never been taught using literature works as the sole 

course material for a language course. Even though students who attended bilingual 

schools had been familiar with imported textbooks from native-English-speaking 

countries, these textbooks—however authentic in language use and functional in 

language immersion—could only provide exposure to versions of the original texts 

which were either excerpts or short in length. Moreover, the textbooks were designed 

to be taught for linguistic purpose, and involved limited CT instruction. 

 To fully implement CT using literature, two novels were assigned as teaching 

material for the year, with each being taught in one semester's length. Both were 

widely received books embraced by readers in America and had been translated into 

other languages.   

The first novel was The Five People You Meet in Heaven by Mitch Albom, which 

is an international bestseller fiction written in remembrance and resemblance of the 

author's belated uncle who struggled to find purpose in his own existence and life. 

The 196-page book intends to imply life lessons through the telling of stories. 

The second Newbery Honor novel was Three Times Lucky by Sheila Turnage. It 

is a humorous and adventurous mystery piece set in the American South, developing 

around themes such as friendship, family, courage and wit. Some essences in this 

piece are the humor and sarcasm in the dialogues and the vivid description of 

characters with strong personalities. Also, a grand finale keeps the readers anticipating 

along the way. The book is 322 pages in length. 

The novels were chosen because of the authors’ intentional inclusion of events 

that touched upon relationships, challenges and struggles to highlight certain 

messages. The lessons were planned around activities that prompted for conversation 
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and discussion to engage students in the thinking, talking and reflecting processes, 

leading to CT skills.  

In scaffolding the teaching of the authentic novels, the teacher-researcher created 

slides, worksheets, writing exercises and other forms of resources (e.g. video clips, 

photos etc.) to provide students better understanding of the literary text and 

opportunities for linguistic and CT practices.  

Course Structure. There were no set standard procedures or fixed lesson agenda 

for each weekly meeting. In this action research, pedagogical approaches, teaching 

strategies, in-class activities and tasks were constantly modified to ensure students’ 

progress in CT. Literature circles, group discussions, whole-class discussions, 

teacher’s reading aloud, students’ oral presentations, role plays, written responses and 

assignments were some of the more frequently used activities. More details of the 

actual activities will be explained and discussed in the later parts of the paper. 

Overall Procedure of Study  

On Week 1 a pre-test was administered and the participants were asked to read a 

news article from Time for Kids (Keady, 2014), and respond to CT questions related to 

its content. This pre-test served as a medium to assess the students’ initial CT 

performances, and was evaluated by the CT rubric adapted from Ennis’ (Ennis, 1993). 

This rubric is introduced in the Data Collection and Analysis part (Table 1 on Page 

17). The students would then be introduced to the first novel and be taught various CT 

strategies. For each assigned weekly reading section, content-related CT questions 

would be asked of the students, and the students’ responses would be evaluated. The 

first formal evaluation would fall on Week 3. Based on students’ performances in the 

first three weeks, I would evaluate and modify my own teaching strategies.  

 Week 3 was chosen as the first “checking point” because it fell early into the 
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semester, allowing initial evaluation of students’ learning results as well as 

opportunities for drastic modification if needed. Then, having implemented the 

modified plans, students’ learning outcomes would be checked again during the 

Midterm week (Week 11), followed by the Final week (Week 20). A similar pattern 

would be repeated on the Midterm and Final weeks in the 2
nd

 Semester. A total of five 

times (the Five Stages) would be allotted to evaluate students’ CT learning outcomes, 

self-reflect and modify teaching strategies. 

 As students were expected to improve their CT skills, the difficulty level of the 

skills required in answering questions for the reading would gradually build up. For 

example, in the beginning of the year students might be asked to introduce a character 

in the novel by listing three personality traits; by the end of first semester, they might 

be asked to compare two characters’ speech and explain why they believed in one 

over the other. Based on each reflecting part, which would be presenting the data of 

students’ performance results, new activities, tasks, or assignments were expected to 

be modified and implemented. 

Data Collection  

Students' in-class responses, written and oral output, individual and group 

assignments, and teacher’s observation notes were collected throughout the period of 

study for overall data analysis. Moreover, in every round of developing, implementing, 

reflecting, and modifying, the students’ assignments would be used as data and 

checked against my CT rubrics (Table 1) and presented in the reflecting sections. 

Then, based on the analysis results, modification would follow.  

My CT Rubric of This Study 

Based on my definition of CT, four main criteria were included in my CT rubric. 

Due to the limitation of time and the difficulty to trace students’ behavior outside 
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class, whether students had taken an action evoked by CT or not was not included. 

The following are the four CT criteria in my rubrics: 

Logical Reasoning: the statements made are sensible and reasonable 

 Evidence of Proof: evidence is presented as proof to support statements 

 Personal Experiences: personal experiences are involved to support statements 

 Independent Thinking: statements are original, free from peer comments 

 

A five-point scale for each criterion had been adopted and adapted from WSU’s 

writing assessment program (Condon & Kelly-Riley, 2004) to evaluate students’ 

performances for each category of the scale: 0. Not evident; can't find it anywhere in 

the paper. 1. Slightly traceable. 2. Discernable, but not developed. 3. Developed. 4. 

Substantially developed. The median score of 2 would serve as the benchmark as to 

whether the participants had reached the average performance point.  

This CT rubric (Table 2) was constructed based on my definitions of CT 

mentioned in Chapter 2. Not only was it used to examine students’ pre-test results, but 

would also be used to evaluate the participants’ CT skills in the data analysis section 

of each stage, presented in each reflecting part.  

 

 

 

Table 1 

Critical Thinking Rubric 

 

 

 

 

0 

 

1 
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Logical Reasoning      

Evidence of Proof      

Personal Experiences      

Independent Thinking      

*NS= number of students 
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Chapter 4 

 Teaching Procedures and Data Analysis 

In this chapter the actual teaching procedures were recorded, following the four 

circulating steps of developing, implementing, reflecting, and modifying. In each of 

the reflecting section, the CT results of the participants would be presented and 

analyzed. 

4.1 Stage 1: Semester 1, Week 3 

4.1.1 Developing. Prior to any actual lessons on the literary work, a pretest was 

first administered for the analysis of the participants’ current CT competency.  

4.1.1.1 The Pretest. The pre-test was conducted to examine students’ skills on 

reading comprehension, textual analysis and information synthetization. I expected 

the students to read the article independently and provide feedback based on the text. I 

provided a few prompting questions to serve as guidelines; the following were the 3 

sample prompts: 

1. What do you consider as healthy snacks? What do you consider as unhealthy 

ones? 

2. Are you a big fan of “junk foods,” or do you prefer eating healthy snacks? 

Please provide examples to explain your eating habits. 

3. Having read the article, do you think a vending machine should only include 

healthy items? Why or why not? 

Question 1 was set as an open-ended question that allowed students to freely 

provide their background knowledge in terms of content and language. And since a 

wide variety of responses could be offered, it offered me an additional opportunity to 

focus on their abilities to express in English. It would also allow me an inspection on 

how they exercised Logical Reasoning, Personal Experiences, and Independent 
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Thinking. 

Question 2 encouraged students to move from defining to resonating. An 

important factor in successfully comprehending the text during literature reading is to 

“recall, retrieve and reflect” on previous experiences to prompt for understanding 

(Tung & Chang, 2009). Here, the students were asked to use personal experiences to 

elaborate on their dietary habits. 

Question 3 was the key question that required students to think critically, which 

involved “locating relevant details” (Tung & Chang, 2009). To answer this question, 

students needed to first have a thorough understanding of what the news article was 

about. Then, they needed to filter what information was useful to support or oppose 

their stances. Ultimately, they were justifying the “why”—rather than the 

“what”—behind their ideas (Dewey, 1910).  

The core skills that involved in the pretest and would be the major CT learning 

goals of my teaching were: comprehending and organizing, making personal 

connections, and synthesizing the above-mentioned information to generate 

statements. In short, students had to read, understand, and think, then use what they 

read, understood and thought to justify their opinions.  

Each student’s response to the questions was tallied based on the rubrics. Taking 

the pre-test for example, for Logical Reasoning, the number of students scoring 0, 1, 2, 

3, and 4 were four, zero, seven, five and five respectively (Table 2). In detail, four 

students’ written responses showed no evidence of exercising this skill at all; seven 

showed discernable yet under-developed results; five showed developed; and the rest 

of the five presented ample traces of Logical Reasoning. And if averaging all students’ 

performance scores for this criterion, a 2.33 indicates that the overall students were 

performing slightly above the median score for this skill. 
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Table 2 

Pretest: All Students, Semester 1, Week 1 
 

 

 

 

0 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

        

4 Mean 

Logical Reasoning 4 0 7 5 5 2.33 

Evidence of Proof 0 16 2 0 3 1.52 

Personal Experiences 9 0 4 4 4 1.71 

Independent Thinking 0 0 2 6 13 3.52 

*NS= number of students 

The results shown on Table 2 reveals that the students performed the best in 

Independent Thinking, with all students scoring at least 2 in this category, and an 

overwhelming majority of students (90%) scoring 3 and beyond. They also performed 

fairly well on Logical Reasoning, averaging a 2.33. Not all students were able to 

successfully involve personal experiences in supporting their statements, resulting in 

1.71 in their average scores. The weakest performance fell on Evidence of Proof, 

where students needed to refer to textual evidence to back up their ideas. 

I had also examined the performances of the two groups of students (Table 3). 

The bilingual students were fairly proficient in exercising their Logical Reasoning and 

Independent Thinking skills, both exceling beyond 3; their Evidence of Proof and 

Personal Experiences performances reached the median score. The non-bilingual 

group excelled in Independent Thinking, met the median score for Personal 

Experiences, fell flat for Logical Reasoning, and scored 0.66 on Evidence of Proof. 

The greatest gaps between the two groups fall on Logical Reasoning and Evidence of 

Proof, and both groups performed the best on Independent Thinking on the pretest. 

Table 3 

Pretest: Semester 1, Week 1 

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical Reasoning 3 1.83 

Evidence of Proof 2 0.66 

Personal Experiences 2.22 2.08 

Independent Thinking 3.77 3.33 

 

Scale 

 
NS* 

Criterion 
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Based on the results of this pre-test, I would target my lessons in the first stage 

on stimulating students to perform better with providing evidence of proof and 

involving personal experiences. I planned on reading aloud the first part of the novel 

to students while asking them CT questions along the way and focusing on asking 

students to support their statements with evidence of proof. In addition, I planned on 

administering the Literature Circles, in which the students would be explicitly asked 

to connect text with personal experiences. With the Literature Circles, students would 

also be required to exercise the two remaining skills on my CT rubrics, which are 

Logical Reasoning and Independent Thinking.  

4.1.2 Implementing. As I implemented my teaching plans, along the way were 

cultivated setting or pedagogical approaches that I had involved. 

4.1.2.1 Building a Motivating and Communicative Community. Basing on 

the belief that students’ intrinsic motivation plays an important factor in the success of 

their learning (Tompkins, 2006), I had done the following to maximize their learning 

motivation (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2002). 

First, in order to build students’ sense of ownership and avoid issues with 

logistics, I had students purchase their own copies of the book to keep. Secondly, to 

better support students’ understanding, I gave a PowerPoint presentation on the 

elements of a novel and an introduction to the actual characters and setting of Book 1. 

By going over the plot, character, setting, and theme, I was directing students’ 

attention to the structure of a novel. Thirdly, to build up their anticipation, I provided 

a fascinating lure about the plot, characters, setting of the actual novel, and even how 

excited I was about the book, all of which resembling the successful cases of teachers 

trying to increase the level of students’ learning interest and motivation by preparing 

them well and spreading enthusiasm (Pressley, et al., 2003). In a nutshell, I explicitly 
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revealed the general storyline and introduced its main characters. Then, I left the 

intricate details for later discovery and discussion as the story developed.  

In addition to preparing students for their literature reading, I adopted the 

communicative approach and developed my lessons around interactive Reading 

Circles and whole-group discussions, which were fostered around and honored the 

rewarding sense of a learning community (Tompkins, 2006), in hope to engage 

students in the reading and active discussion of literature, and to stimulate CT skills 

from such processes. To ensure that students feel safe to contribute ideas, I cultivated 

a less stressful learning setting that encouraged collaboration, dialogue, tolerance, and 

peer support, all in hope to simmer their passion for literature reading, and to develop 

motivation for learning (Pressley, Dolezal, Raphael, Mohan, Roehrig, & Bogner, 

2003). For example, in the first class meeting, I explicitly told the students that the 

classroom invited all members to contribute their ideas in a most welcoming way, and 

reminded them that it was a safe place free from fear to make mistakes. Moreover, I 

encouraged the students to invest time and efforts in the preparation and participation 

of this class, for no other reasons but their own language progression. 

 The activities in the implementing stage in detail are presented in 2 parts. 

 Part 1: Reading Aloud and CT Questioning. A significantly important part in 

my initial instruction of teaching literature was the reading aloud, which had been 

proved as beneficial in teaching vocabulary, demonstrating comprehension skills, 

elevating learner motivation (Rasinski, 2003), expanding the listeners’ mental word 

bank, prompting student engagement (Schmidt, 2015), building content-area 

knowledge, shaping students’ positive attitude for reading, and increasing students’ 

reading fluency (Zehr, 2010). The essence of reading aloud is that the reader engages 

the listeners’ attention and imagination by guiding them into the fictional world with 
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fluent reading skills, theatrical voice changes and delicate performance of emotion, all 

in the effort to “make literature come alive” (Zehr, 2010). As opposed to the 

traditional round-robin reading—students take turns reading aloud—the teachers’ 

reading aloud avoids listening difficulties and offers enjoyable experiences (Opitz & 

Rasinski, 1998). As students get offered a fluid, elaborated, and refined listening 

experience, they are brought one step closer to appreciating the aesthetic literary 

devices and complicated plot design of this particular author and literature in general.  

To better demonstrate its intriguing writing style great for elaboration when 

reading aloud, the following is the excerpt of the very first paragraph of the book:   

 

This is a story about a man named Eddie and it begins at the end, with Eddie 

dying in the sun. It might seem strange to start a story with an ending. But all endings 

are also beginnings. We just don’t know it at the time. (pp. 1) 

 

I read aloud the first nineteen pages of the book, and the students followed 

along—shifting their gazes between the book and me—as I paused at certain parts to 

act out a scene or demonstrate a dialogue by playing with my voice. I made sure that 

they understood the major events relating to the protagonist’s death and also his 

relationship with his deceased father. 

In this initial stage, as I gradually guided the students into the world of literature 

by reading aloud to them, I started making pauses at the turn of major incidents to pop 

in a few CT-required questions.   

Part 2: Forming Literature Circles. In addition to completing individual 

readings and participating in whole-class discussions, I arranged the students to take 

parts in Literature Circles—where students were grouped and assigned roles to share 

the highlights of their mutual reading text (Colburn, 2010)—to promote a sense of 

learning authority and active interaction. I based my Literature Circles on the one 
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adopted from Oxford University, but narrowed down to only four roles, which were: 

the discussion leader, the summarizer, the connector, and the passage person. The 

students were expected to come prepared to fulfill their Literature Circle roles by 

contributing relevant textual information.  

In making sure that students come prepared for decent discussions, I assigned 

reading pages for students to complete prior to each class meeting. There were two 

ways—one prior and the other after—that I administered for monitoring students’ 

reading process and progress. The first was filled before the Literature Circles: a 

reading record sheet for students to keep track of their own weekly reading progress, 

and for myself to observe their reading habits and pace. The second was a Literature 

Circle record sheet that students would fill in after the discussions (Appendix 1).  

For each session, students should take turns contributing to the discussion. After 

the discussion, each group member was given time to complete their parts on the 

Literature Circle record sheets. On these sheets, the Discussion Leader was required 

to record at least two key questions they had asked to prompt for active discussion 

(Logical Reasoning, Independent Thinking); the Summarizer should write down the 

main events, characters and a summary for the assigned pages; the Connector was 

expected to jot down the connections that they had made between the story and their 

own experiences (Personal Experiences); and the Passage Person (Evidence of Proof) 

needed to list two sentences or passages that drew their attention. After the 

discussions, students worked independently on these role-based worksheets and 

turned them in by the end of the class. 

4.1.3 Reflecting. After students’ reading circle activity, I asked students 

questions to test their CT responses. The results from the first three weeks are 

presented in Tables 4 and 5. 
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NS 

 
Criteria 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Stage 1: Semester 1, Week 3 

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical reasoning 3.11 1.75 

Evidence of Proof 2.66 2 

Personal Experiences 1.44 1.25 

Independent Thinking 4 2.83 

 

In comparison with results from the pretest, the overall average of Evidence of 

Proof had elevated (bilingual increased 0.66; non-bilingual increased 1.34), but both 

groups’ scores on Personal Experiences decreased (bilingual: decreased 0.78; 

non-bilingual: decreased 0.83). 

Between the two language proficiency groups, the bilingual group—except for 

Personal Experiences—improved in all three criteria, including an average of 4 in 

Independent Thinking. For the non-bilingual group, it failed both Logical Reasoning 

and Personal Experiences. For example, when I asked them questions—like “What do 

you feel about the story so far?” or “Was there any part that stood out to be extra 

special or interesting for you?” —most of them only provided limited and short 

responses, such as: “It was interesting,” or “I think it was cool.” When I pushed for 

the why to their positive feedback, they could not offer me further details or reasons. 

I also noticed that about half of the students from both groups did not complete 

the assigned reading pages prior to the discussions and Literature Circles. In addition 

to students’ lack of reading preparation and CT familiarization, the lack of language 

Table 4 

Stage 1: Semester 1, Week 3  

 

 

                    * 

 

0 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

        

4 Mean 

Logical reasoning 0 5 7 6 3 2.33 

Evidence of Proof 0 6 7 4 4 2.28 

Personal Experiences 0 16 4 0 1 1.33 

Independent Thinking 0 0 6 2 13 3.33 

*NS= number of students 

Scale 
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proficiency required in the comprehending and analyzing of literary text was also a 

highly-potential cause for the low performances of the non-bilingual students.      

Having combined the results and my observing evaluation, three main problems 

during this stage were identified:  

 1. Only less than a quarter of students were able to complete their assigned 

reading, which affected how well they could respond to relevant questions.  

 2. Most students were not fulfilling their assigned duties in their Literature 

Circles, and very little feedback was contributed on their record sheets. Personal 

statements supported by a passage or quotation from the actual text were not visible. 

 3. Overall the students were not proficient in exercising their CT skills in 

literature works, mostly with providing evidence of proof and personal experiences. 

 The main objective of my course was to stimulate and train students on using CT 

skills through the reading of literature. Therefore, while it was important that students 

excel in exercising CT, it was also fundamentally crucial for them to complete their 

reading assignments, which was the foundation to our discussions and tasks. 

4.1.4 Modifying & Developing. To better modify the lessons, I conducted two 

surveys. First, I asked students how they felt about the loading of the reading 

assignments. With protecting their privacy and encouraging honest feedback in mind, 

I had them close their eyes and show their responses by raising their hands quietly. 

Second, I had students complete an open-ended questionnaire on the reading itself and 

the Literature Circles activities. These data were triangulated with my own 

observation notes, and three realms of strategies to tackle the problems emerged: 

 1. To encourage students to complete their reading assignments, I made the 

following changes: 

a. If the students were able to finish reading the assigned pages and 
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surpassing them by reading just one extra sentence into the next page, I 

would put a piece of sticker on the reading record sheet. This approach was 

adopted after careful evaluation to avoid using extrinsic rewards for 

behaviors that were already intrinsically motivated (Cameron, 2001), which 

was not the case for my students. 

b. If the students were having a special event that week (exams, camping 

trips), I would flexibly cut down the amount of the reading. 

c. Instead of having one student collect the record sheets, I had students turn 

them in on their own, with the record sheets facing down. By doing so I 

delivered a message that they were in no competition with others (Pressley 

et al., 2003) but themselves, and that they could feel safe and comfortable to 

strive for their individual goals without unnecessary peer pressure.       

   2. To improve the organization and learning outcomes of the Literature Circles, I 

made the following changes: 

a. To explicitly demonstrate active discussion in Literature Circles, I 

selected some students who performed relatively better in the previous week 

to do a demo so other students could learn from observing an actual session.  

b. Instead of expecting students to come ready for any randomly assigned 

roles, I told students what their roles would be for the next class to allow 

them time to prepare what to say in advance. 

 3. To bring forth students’ CT abilities, an explicit lesson on CT was required, 

and the ideas needed to be revisited throughout the course. Moreover, in addition to 

the Literature Circles, additional tasks and activities were to be added to stimulate 

more CT statements involving evidence of proof and personal experiences: 

  a. Tasks that required evidence of proof 
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  b. Tasks that called for the involving personal experiences 

  c. Tasks that required students to provide reasons for their statements 

4.2 Stage 2: Semester 1, Week 11 

4.2.1 Implementing. Based on my modifying plans from Stage 1, new strategies 

and activities were tried in Stage 2. 

4.2.1.1 Part 1: Motivating Students to Read. In the beginning of each class 

meeting, students would receive record sheets that I had checked from the past week, 

with my signature and oftentimes stickers. I would also write comments, draw smiley 

faces or jot down encouraging words as I checked their records, which honored 

Brophy’s finding of praise being the ultimate reward if used right (Brophy, 1981).   

 After the first three weeks of taking baby steps—which involved the introduction 

of the plot, multiple reading pauses for explanation or elaboration, and constant 

comprehension checking—by the elevating number of volunteering hands to offer 

responses on Week 11, I could tell that the students’ interest in the story grew, and that 

they were gradually preparing to become “peripheral participants” (Lave & Wenger, 

1991) of our discussion community.    

By implementing the honorary, self-monitoring, sticker-enacted system, I was 

able to motivate students to complete the assigned reading, which was the foundation 

of decent class discussions. Having read aloud every page to the students for the first 

three weeks with conscious scaffolding, the advanced students and some intermediate 

students started to pick up their own reading paces. By week 3, all the 

high-intermediate students completed the assigned reading prior to coming to class.  

4.2.1.2 Part 2: The Literature Circles. As planned, all students were given the 

opportunities and time to prepare for their pre-assigned role duties prior to class. To 

explicitly present the Literature Circles procedures, I assigned students to perform a 
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demo for the entire class. After watching the demonstrating group and listening to my 

comments and reminding, the students went into their Literature Circles. The students 

were expected to talk about main events in the assigned reading parts, make personal 

connections, and involve in active discussion. The teacher-researcher traveled around 

the groups to observe and offer necessary assistance. 

4.2.1.3 Part 3: The Three CT Tasks. To prompt Evidence of Proof and Personal 

Experiences through communication, I adopted the Task Based Language Teaching 

(TBLT) approach, which encouraged communicative interaction, and placed more 

emphasis on meaning than form (Suntharesan, 2014). Tailored to the plot of the text, 

these tasks were built upon the “Personality and Identity” theme, and designed to 

strengthen students’ CT skills. The following is a list of the tasks; a detailed 

explanation and rationale for each will follow: 

Task Content 

Task 1 
Together the class read an article (Newman) on animal personalities. 

They discussed the contents by referring to the text and learn how 

words were used to depict individual characteristics through behaviors 

and reactions. 

  

Task 2 

A university literature professor was invited to give a presentation on 

Pride and Prejudice, focusing on the characters’ personalities and 

relationships. Following up on the lecture, the students would draw a 

picture of themselves and write 150 words to describe their own.  

 

Task 3 

The students participated in a class discussion on the personality of 

Eddie and how he views his own identity, and how the students viewed 

their own identity. They produced a written response. 

To train students’ CT skills, I planned the tasks to direct students’ attention to 

pulling textual evidence to support their statements, and to connect their personal 

experiences with what they read. These tasks provided them with opportunities to 

interpret, identify, compare & contrast, and think about both the life of the protagonist 

and themselves. To fully equip students with the language and skills for producing 

in-depth critical opinions, the tasks were designed to support developments in these 

areas.  
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Task 1. In small groups, the students read an article on animals about how they 

have personalities as well. They were able to finish reading it within ten minutes. 

During small-group discussion, students had to fish evidential information from the 

text to serve as proof to their responses. For example, in responding to the question 

“Why did the author label the parrot as ‘the boss’?” students needed to list out the 

actual actions of the bird. In the end, each group needed to submit their completed list 

of behaviors, followed by a whole-class reviewing of the results.  

I intentionally mixed the bilingual and non-bilingual students when grouping 

them, to weigh off the language-proficiency barrier in a highly communicative task, in 

hope to prompt for more exercising of CT skills with all students. In fact, as I walked 

around observing students reading and discussing, students from both groups were 

engaging in the conversation and the non-bilingual students were not waived out of 

speaking opportunities in a peer-friendly and supportive atmosphere. The lists that 

they created as groups had proved that they were all able to score a 4 on evidence of 

proof when they worked together as a team.  

By assigning students to read a theme-related short article and then identify 

important information, this task reinforced students’ familiarity on 

personality—which was a major theme of the book—and how it could be subtly 

portrayed through extrinsic behaviors. It also served as a mini exercise for search of 

relevant information. Moreover, it encouraged interaction and communication.  

Task 2. A Pride and Prejudice lecture became a great addition to the syllabus. I 

was in charge of arranging an English literature seminar for the school, and thought 

that this literature work would provide more examples on how personalities were 

portrayed and how they influenced people’s lives. Prior to the lecture, I reminded my 

students to keep their focus on how the professor analyzed the text, plot and 
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characters. Afterwards, I had students share out feedback on what they remembered 

from the presentation; many of them shared their most memorable characters and 

described what they were like in terms of personality and behavior. Then, I had 

students draw a picture of themselves and write a 150-word paragraph to describe 

them.  

Task 3.The two previous tasks were designed to build up students’ background 

knowledge on personalities in literary works, getting them ready for Tasks 3.  

In Book 1, the protagonist, Eddie, has been trapped in his own 

grief-turned-pessimism, living a life of silent agony and reservedness. I wanted the 

students to first pay close attention to Eddie’s personality and describe it by using 

examples from the text. For instance, if asked to describe Eddie’s authoritatively 

cynical attitude shaped by his life experiences, a student could refer to his 

conversation with an adult colleague: “Kid, I never been anywhere I wasn’t shipped to 

with a rifle,” (pp. 6) or if describing his look that resembles his worn-out mind, this 

could be used as support: “His broadly jawed face might have been good-looking 

once, the way a prizefighter might have looked before he took too many punches. 

Now Eddie just looked tired.” (pp.9) With the support from their discussion partners 

and classmates, these questions were intended for building the habit of using evidence 

to support personal statements. I encouraged their feedback in great enthusiasm and 

encouragement, and suggested that there were no right or wrong answers as long as 

they could prove their words.  

Then, I used Eddie’s personality and self-identity as a medium to direct the 

emphasis onto the students’ personality and self-identity, and had them find 

similarities or differences between their lives and Eddie’s. This involved students’ 

“recalling, retrieving, and reflecting” of personal experiences to “construct meanings” 
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NS 

 
Criteria 

 

 

of what they had read (Tung & Chang, 2009). After the discussion, students would 

write a compare-and contrast essay.  

4.2.2 Reflecting. The results of the CT written responses are presented in Table 6 

and 7, with the former representing all students, and the latter representing different 

language groups. 

 
Table 7 
Stage 2: Semester 1, Week 11 

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 
Logical Reasoning 3.55 1.75 
Evidence of Proof 3.66 2.08 
Personal Experiences 3.66 2.66 
Independent Thinking 4 2.75 

  

4.2.2.1 Improvement in reading. In terms of reading progress, the students had 

improved greatly on completing their weekly readings, which geared them to 

contribute ideas in the discussion. In addition, when I examined their reading record 

sheets, their comfort in reporting their progresses had shown for they provided real 

and honest figures of their own progress.   

 4.2.2.2 Ineffectiveness of the Literature Circles. The Literature Circles, however 

good in intention and design, were not offering sufficient opportunities for meaningful 

engagement and communication with this group of students. Despite my plan of 

having a demo group, the session ended quickly—with the presenters being shy—and 

Table 6 

Stage 2: Semester 1, Week 11  

 

 

                    * 

 

0 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

        

4 Mean 

Logical reasoning 0 7 4 2 8 2.52 

Evidence of Proof 0 4 5 4 8 2.76 

Personal Experiences 0 1 6 4 10 3.09 

Independent Thinking 0 0 6 3 12 2.71 

*NS= number of students 

Scale 
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did not provide other students a productive example. In addition, both the bilingual 

and non-bilingual students were having a difficult time self-monitoring and 

exchanging information, which were the opposites of what Booth portrayed as 

performing “conduction”: talking to others to make literary connections, judgements, 

and meanings (Booth, 1988). By being told what their roles would be and given the 

record sheets in advance did help individuals come prepared, but overall students 

showed incapability with adjusting to this form of self-led discussion. Within very 

limited conversation, the students were only showing little progress on sharing 

personal experiences, and did not offer ideas generated from exercising the other three 

CT skills. Not a lot had been improved since Week 3. 

On the teacher’s part, the activity did not generate enough learning productivity 

that benefitted the majority of students. At the end of the day, I found it difficult to 

provide ample assistance or prompt as I traveled amongst groups in a limited period 

of time, and that many students had shown the lack of interest in participating in 

ill-organized group discussions.      

 4.2.2.3 Effectiveness of the CT-triggering tasks. The CT-triggering tasks, on the 

other hand, brought progress to students’ CT performances in all four criteria, with all 

four surpassing the median value.  

 1) Task 1 required the students to explicitly pull information from the articles to 

support their description of the animals’ personalities. The result shows that the task 

had stimulated their skill by an additional 1.24, with all students surpassing the 

median.   

2) In Task 2, I asked the students to describe the personality of their favorite 

character from the speech and provide explicit example to support why they labeled 

the character in a certain fashion. Here, different students coined the same character 
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with different descriptors, which was the result of their exercising of logical reasoning 

and independent thinking skills. For example, Student A thought Elizabeth was witty 

by quoting her conversation with Darcy, whereas Student B thought the same 

protagonist was too proud by casting prejudice on a man she apparently favored. We 

also talked about how people would misjudge each other and the importance to stay 

true to one self. Each time we bring up a topic, students were asked to provide 

evidence and justification. By constantly being asked to reason and provide proof, or 

simply listening to peer members do so, students would be more likely to build CT 

skills.  

 In the follow-up of the lecture, the students were also asked to write a 150-word 

paragraph about their own personality. This activity served two main purposes. On 

one hand, whenever students come up with “I am…” or “People think I am…,” they 

would need to elaborate, meaning that their statements needed to be logical, with 

proof, involved personal experiences as examples, and included their very own ideas. 

On the other hand, through the process and practice of analyzing one of the people 

that they should be most interested in—which was themselves—students could carry 

these skills into their interpreting of the literary text.     

3) Building on Task 1 and 2, the focus in Task 3 shifted to the novel. Students 

were asked to go through the same procedures as to identify Eddie’s personality, 

provide proof, reason with the evidence and make independent statements. They were 

also sharing about their own personalities, which were written during the previous 

task, and listening to twenty-plus peers present their work.  

From Pride and Prejudice, to the students, to Eddie’s story, students were 

reminded by using CT skills, they would be able to tear apart certain disguise and 

stomp over cruel opinions, , and keep their self-confidence in check, no matter what 
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others say or do. This was where CT skills were being viewed as a tool to think 

independently. 

4.2.3 Modifying & Developing. The students had gradually accumulated their 

interest in literature reading by participating in discussion and by reading it.  

4.2.3.1 Watching the film of the Book. To compensate the lack of time for every 

detail that I wanted the students to be aware of—the images, emotion and imagination 

involved in reading literature—I decided to incorporate watching the film of Book 1 

bit by bit to provide students the images in the next Stage. In addition, I wanted 

students to observe their change of emotion as they watched the movie parts.  I 

wanted students to experience how reading literature involved exploring the “multiple 

points of view” that each character brings (Tung & Chang, 2009). 

 4.2.3.2. Dropping Literature Circles. Having administered the Literature Circles 

for a period of time, and having received students’ negative feedback on top of my 

own evaluation, I had decided to drop this activity. For the next stage, I planned on 

training students’ CT skills by allotting class time to allow individuals to express their 

thoughts and produce written responses. The management style would transform into 

a more interesting one, with me leading the discussion and explicitly distributing 

speaking opportunities in the discussion, along with other tasks to involve student 

interaction. 

 4.2.3.3 Continually using the CT-triggering Tasks. The three tasks from the 

previous stage were productive for many reasons. First, with specific teaching 

objectives established, the tasks were designed to develop around them, gradually 

preparing students for greater understanding and engagement. They enabled students 

to develop their skills step by step as they brought what they learned from previous 

tasks into completing the next. Second, the tasks offered versatility, which elevated 
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students’ level of interest. They had benefitted from taking parts in multiple tasks. 

Third, the tasks required students to actively think, speak and interact, offering them 

more opportunities to participate and communicate, building on the principle that the 

lesson was learned “through communication” rather than “for communication” 

(Prabhu, 1987). To motivate students in thinking and responding actively, I planned to 

continue involving students in more communicative tasks in the next phase. 

 Since the students had gradually picked up their reading pace and started using 

textual evidence to support their opinions, I began setting the next milestone, which 

was more training on logical reasoning, personal experiences, and independent 

thinking. Moreover, I would start requesting students to put their ideas on paper. 

4.3 Stage 3: Semester 1, Week 20  

4.3.1 Implementing. After having gone through two rounds of pedagogical 

modifying, I set my hands on the third round of teaching strategies. 

4.3.1.1 Part 1: The Exercising of the Mind. The main purpose of the course was 

to stimulate students’ CT responses through the reading of literature. Being able to 

master the important factors in literature reading would not only ensure students’ 

comprehension of the text — which was the foundation material to train CT—but 

would also create a leeway to information, strategies and plot development that 

students would need to exercise their CT skills.  

1) In order to interpret literature work, students needed to first identify “patterns” 

in the text, and fill them with textual information and personal experiences (Critical 

Thinking and Literature-Based Reading, 1997).  

2) In addition to that, literature reading also plays a crucial role that trains 

readers to mentally paint pictures, direct scenes, or cultivate characters to better 

understand the plot.  
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 3) As much as I would like to promote being imaginative, it’s rather unlikely to 

check students’ mental pictures. Therefore, I involved playing the film (Ellis & 

Kramer, 2004) for the novel to  

a) continue brewing students’ interest in the book and discussion, 

b) let students identify and watch parts they didn’t understand when reading, 

and  

c) arouse students’ awareness to how their minds pictured the story as they read 

when comparing their versions to what they now saw. 

 Prior to playing the film, I always made sure that students had finished the actual 

reading of the parts being shown. While I expected the film to blend in some zest and 

fun, I insisted that students read the text first for independent, authentic, and complete 

reading experiences. In addition, I played the film in small chunks for each class 

meeting, avoiding distributing more than 15 minutes of class time to watching the 

film, for the follow-up activities and discussions were the core parts of the lessons. 

 To make the most out of the film, there were tasks before, during and after the 

showing of it that students had to complete:   

  a. Before: prior to watching the film, a brief discussion would take place to 

include a review of the plot, significant events or characters, and parts where I would 

like students to directly pay attention to, to name a few. To encourage student 

feedback, I started a tally system to give credits to voluntary responses.  

 The students would also be given a worksheet to write in a most memorable 

scene and their afterthought for it. While I played the film, they were encouraged to 

take notes along the way if necessary.  

 b. During: as I played the film clips, I paused the video whenever there were 

parts that were especially important, confusing, or difficult to understand. Sometimes 
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I would stop the movie and say: “So this is Ruby Pier. Does it match the Ruby Pier 

you had imagined?” or “Why do you think Eddie is banging on the window so 

fiercely when he sees his father inside? What kind of emotion is delivered?” Usually I 

didn’t want students to literally answer my questions; the questions were serving as 

prompts to guide their thinking as they watched the film or thought about the story.  

 c. After: when the assigned film clips ended, students were given about 10 

minutes to write down a scene of their choice and a responsive paragraph. The 

purpose of this task was for students to collect their thoughts, resonate with personal 

experiences, provide evaluative languages, and most importantly, involve in 

independent thinking. I told the students that these were free entries—meaning that 

they won’t be corrected on their grammar or writing skills—and that they should 

focus on delivering their ideas and making a point.  

 4) When time allowed, I welcomed opportunities for the sharing and exchanging 

of ideas, which provided more samples of critically thought ideas for students to listen 

to how their peers exercise CT skills. The non-bilingual students were relatively less 

willing to offer their opinions, and by including them in such sessions made learning 

through observation and immersion possible.  

4.3.1.2 Part 2: Resonating. The students were asked to reflect upon their own 

experiences and find connection to the literature work, which encouraged promoting 

CT skills through voicing one’s ideas (Alvarado-Boyd, 2006). The students went 

through the process of finding pieces of the protagonist’s life that reminded them of 

their own life events or issues that they cared about. Some students wrote about how 

paternal love should be cherished; some wrote about the tension between siblings; 

some touched on true love; and still others wrote about a fighting scene. Gradually, 

the students dug deep into both the novel and their own minds, exploring their 
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thoughts and feelings through reading those of the characters’ in the fictional world. 

4.3.1.3 Part 3: Connecting Personal Lives. To reinforce the relevance between 

CT and students’ personal life, I played by the ear when New Year came, and made a 

Resolution worksheet that covered six aspects: academic, relationship, family, health, 

mind, and personal (Appendix 2). Having applied CT skills to the reading and 

discussing of the novel, I would like students to transfer those principles onto issues 

relevant to themselves. 

 1. Academic: What are some of the goals you’d like to achieve this year? How? 

 2. Relationships: In terms of social life, any changes to be made? How? 

 3. Family: Do you spend enough time with your family? What could be done? 

 4. Health: Are you satisfied with your health condition? What can be done to 

improve it? 

 5. Mind: Feeling peaceful and positive in general? How do you maintain a 

balanced mindset? 

 6. Personal: Anything you’d like to do for yourself? 

  

The questions were highly relevant to the life of teenage students and encouraged 

in-depth thinking. Prior to providing independent working time, I recommended 

students to blend in ideas that were discussed earlier from the novel. For example, 

with the question on spending quality time with family, I prompted students to recall 

the protagonist’s situation, their own situation, and think whether there were things 

that they could improve in their relationships with their family members. Or with the 

question on “mind”, I encouraged students to think of Eddie’s self-identity, their own 

self-identity, and whether there were things to be done to make themselves happier 

and more peaceful individuals. To balance the protecting of students’ privacy and 

offering opportunities for communication, I told the students that they would be 

expected to share out only 1 out of the 6 categories that they felt comfortable with 

sharing. On one hand I wanted students to feel secured in writing down genuine 

answers and not have to worry about peer pressure; on the other I also wanted them to 
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share and listen to others’ ideas.  

 4.3.1.4 Part 4: Writing. In the first two stages, the majority of class time had 

been distributed to reading, listening, and speaking tasks. In the third period, I started 

asking students to write. Here, grammar wasn’t my main focus, and I wrote only 

comments concerning the content. The traces of thinking were what I emphasized.  

 In the film afterthought assignments, students showed their reasoning and 

justifying skills. The students had to first retell the scene of their choice, and then 

elaborate their feelings and feedback. The bilingual students elaborated on the scenes; 

the non-bilingual students did not elaborate as much.  

  In the New Year’s Resolution assignment, the students answered the prompting 

questions in a variety of ways. Some started with a little elaboration on what the 

question was about; others directly made statements and viewed the questions as 

guiding prompts. All the students wrote to explain things that they would like to see 

changes to in the coming year.  

4.3.2 Reflecting. The results of this Stage are shown on Tables 8 and 9.  

 

Table 9 

Stage 3: Semester 1, Week 20  

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical Reasoning 2.55 2.5 

Evidence of Proof 3.11 3 

Personal Experiences 1.66 1.6 

Independent Thinking 3 2.41 

 

Table 8 

Stage 3: Semester 1, Week 20  

 

 

                    * 
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3 

        

4 Mean 

Logical reasoning 0 2 10 5 4 2.52 

Evidence of Proof 0 2 3 8 8 3.04 

Personal Experiences 0 16 0 1 4 1.66 

Independent Thinking 0 1 5 7 8 3.04 

*NS= number of students 

Scale 
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4.3.2.1 Improvement in All CT Criteria except Personal Experiences. 

Incorporating film clips in the literature course helped stimulate students’ motivation 

to produce afterthoughts. Compared to their performances in Stage 2, all participants 

surpassed the median on all the CT criteria except for Personal Experiences (which 

decreased from 3.09 in Stage 2 to 1.66).The participants had improved from 2.71 to 

3.04 on Independent Thinking. Their skills on Evidence of Proof continued to grow, 

progressing an additional 0.28 to hit 3.04. Due to the nature of the task, students 

performed fair on Logical Reasoning (2.52), and well on Independent Thinking 

(3.04). 

If we compare the two language groups, it is evident that regardless of language 

proficiency levels, both high-intermediate and intermediate learners were improving 

on finding evidence of proof. Comparing with results from Stage 2, students were 

gradually and steadily building their skills and even habits in supporting their 

statements using textual evidence. They continued to master their Independent 

Thinking skills, and could use a little sharpening on their Logical Reasoning. In the 

next stage, I would make sure to provide more opportunities to prompt more students’ 

sharing of personal experiences.   

 4.3.2.2 Writing Facilitating CT. As I began adding in writing tasks by having 

students respond in written forms, it brought additional benefits for all—the students’ 

had more opportunities to practice writing and I had more solid data to evaluate their 

progress. Regardless of their English proficiency level, all students were able to find 

resonance in the book. However, the main source of feedback differed among the 

high-intermediate and intermediate students. While the former provided their thoughts 

more from the text, the latter was more intrigued by watching the film. A few 

intermediate individuals even had trouble “seeing” those parts, so I provided some 
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leading questions for those students to think about.  

4.3.3 Modifying and Developing. 1) Adopting Book 2. As I planned for the 

second semester, I wanted to involve something that was less structured or obvious, 

but that could stimulate more CT, plus infuse a little cultural spice to give it a kick, I 

decided to use Book 2, which on top of its laid-back Southern ambience and 

small-town friendliness, a murder case—eventually solved by sixth-grade 

children—knitted the story into a complete piece. I chose the book bearing 

anticipation about the opportunities to making predictions, finding clues, and putting 

reasoning strategies into practice, which should be able to boost students’ two weakest 

CT skills of Stage 3 (Table 8) — logical reasoning and personal experience. 

 2) Exercises and Visual Aids. After a semester’s time, I had a panoramic view on 

how the last twenty weeks had been spent. As we moved from one novel to the next, I 

wanted students to continue establishing sensitivity to important information that they 

could use to support their reasoning, and to come up with independent ideas 

connected to their own experiences, especially among the intermediate students 

whose language barrier might stop them from actively exercising their CT skills. In 

meeting those objectives, I felt that more explicit CT exercises were required, and that 

visual support was needed for comprehension and the elicit of CT skills for the 

intermediate group, with Book 2 involving a greater group of characters and more 

complicated events filled with trivial incidents that were to be used as evidence of 

proof. The following are some obvious change of strategies that I had made right after 

Semester 1 ended, getting ready to start fresh for Semester 2. 

4.4 Stage 4: Semester 2, Week 11 

4.4.1 Implementing. In response to the results from Stage 3, I made some 

changes to the basics of the class, which included the reading record sheets, the 
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chapter worksheets, the questioning ways, the language support, and the explicit 

promotion of critical and creative thinking.  

 4.4.1.1 Boosting Learning Motivation. Since Literature Circles would no longer 

be administered for the remaining year, I decided to take the column off the reading 

recording sheets. In addition, I added a column just for the rewarding stickers, making 

it an official reminder. For extra fun, I also added a dinosaur clipart of it reading a 

book intensively. All these small efforts were aiming for a friendly ambience in hope 

to promote the students’ honest feedback and positive attitude on being responsible 

for their own learning and its progress. 

 4.4.1.2 Scaffolding by Worksheets. To better scaffold the learning of the 

intermediate students, I provided visual support in the form of worksheets that 

contained 3-4 CT questions (Appendix 3). The main purposes of these worksheets 

were to put discussion questions on paper for language learners, and also to be used as 

facilitating tool for me as I highlight plot events that I particularly wanted to draw 

students’ attention to.  

In the beginning, to save students’ time on familiarizing themselves with the 

setting and characters of Book 2 in a limited time and allot them to focus on CT 

instead, my worksheets included information such as a U.S. Southern region map, and 

a chronologically-ordered list of characters, sometimes in the forms of information 

gap to encourage participation for the intermediate students as they worked with 

group members to fill in the blanks (Appendix 4).  

In general, the characteristics of these worksheets are as the following: 

a. Taking Smaller Bites: In order to get the students to understand the 

relatively complicated character relationships and fast-paced plot developments, for 

every chapter, specific details would be organized and listed for students to refer to, 
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find page numbers for, and give feedback to, all on printed paper. By doing so, time 

and work would be allotted to some especially important or interesting information, 

leading to more solid understanding and proactive discussion of the text.     

b. The Double Cs: In addition to thinking critically, I thought it was 

important for the students to also think creatively. At the end of the day, the essences 

of the two Cs were the independence and originality of one’s mind work executed by 

the courage to think outside the box. To promote students’ creativity, I would involve 

some textual-relevant information from the novel and turn them into innovative tasks. 

For example, in the book the protagonist’s guardian aunt owns a hectic diner that only 

serves peanut butter entries on some days. I asked students to create an original menu 

of their own, followed by a quick oral presentation. I wanted students to not only put 

their imagination into use, but also justify their ideas with persuasive reasoning.  

 c. Monitoring reading and comprehension progress: I trusted my students on 

what they reported having completed on the assigned reading, however, I wanted to 

know—in addition to reading the text—what they understood. A quick way for me to 

monitor that was to identify several (I picked four) relatively interesting or important 

parts from that chapter, and turn them into questions. Instead of having students 

answer me in sentences, I only required them to provide me the page number and 

paragraph order. Assuming that the students had finished reading the assigned part 

prior to attending class, this exercise would prompt them to quickly review the plot in 

their head and find the exact location of certain pieces of information in the text. 

Sometimes this would be completed by students individually; oftentimes in pairs or 

small groups. The purpose was to get students to talk, read, think and generate 

independent ideas inspired by the textual evidences, hoping that the more they read 

and got attached, the more they would exercise these skills.     
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 4.4.1.3 Asking Thought-provoking Questions. After the initial stage, I came up 

with 3-4 CT questions for each assigned reading section. The following are a list of 

example questions from my weekly worksheets: 

 —Why does Dale wear big shoes? 

 —What kind of café do the colonel and Miss Lana own? 

 —Why is Detective Starr here? 

 —Why does Dale suggest that Mr. Jesse offer a reward? 

 To answer these in-depth questions, the students had to have read the text. 

Moreover, since yes/no responses wouldn’t do, the questions provided students 

opportunities to paraphrase textual evidences they had found or make some personal 

points. Technically, while I wanted to make sure that all questions had been visited 

and reviewed, I also wanted them completed promptly. Therefore, instead of the 

traditional way of answering questions, I had students locate the page and paragraph 

numbers where they found their answers and write them down. Then, I called on 

voluntary and involuntary individuals to report their findings: they would first tell 

everyone the page and paragraph information, and then justify why they thought the 

textual evidence supported their ideas. Sometimes I had students work independently; 

other times I let them work in small groups.  

 4.4.2 Reflecting. The following are the CT results of the participants.  

 

Table 10 

Stage 4: Semester 2, Week 11 

 

 

 

 

0 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

        

4 Mean 

Logical Reasoning 0 2 4 4 11 3.14 

Evidence of Proof 0 3 1 3 14 3.33 

Personal Experiences 0 21 0 0 0 1 

Independent Thinking 0 2 5 2 12 3.14 

*NS= number of students 

Scale 

 
NS* 

Criterion 
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Table 11 

Stage 4: Semester 2, Week 11 

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical Reasoning 3.66 2.75 

Evidence of Proof 3.55 3.16 

Personal Experiences 1 1 

Independent Thinking 3.77 2.66 

 

4.4.2.1 Improvement in All but Personal Experiences. In comparison with 

results from Stage 3, the average scores of all students continued to grow, except for 

Personal Experiences, which fell from 1.66 to 1. Through intensive training on 

writing CT responses, students continued to show improvements on Logical 

Reasoning (2.52 to 3.14), Evidence of Proof (3.04 to 3.33), and Independent Thinking 

(3.04 to 3.14). Based on the data from the Stage 1, 2, 3 and 4, the students were able 

to perform better when they were asked to involve personal experiences in an explicit 

fashion, such as “Write about yourself…” or “Talk about an experience that you…” 

However, if the direction to involve personal experiences was not directly given, but 

only encouraged as a skill that could be used to state a point, then students were less 

likely to perform this skill.   

 4.4.2.2 Effectiveness of Worksheets. Pedagogically, the new worksheets were 

engaging. On the students’ side, the worksheets scaffolded their learning and made it 

easier for them to follow the content of the reading being discussed. On the 

instructor’s side, the worksheets created an easy way to informally assess how 

students did their reading assignments and how they searched their ways to the right 

clues. As soon as I announced the start of these question sessions, the students would 

hurry away into their books and start flipping through the pages to complete their 

literary scavenger-hunt tasks. With my answer keys in hand, I would circulate among 

the students in work, checking their answers against mine. Sometimes their answers 
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were different from mine, but not wrong. I emphasized the fact that personal 

interpretation could be allowed as long as it made sense, removing them further away 

from being interpretively dependent (Nystrand, 1991). In addition, I would sometimes 

turn the task into a time-restricted competition, where students or small groups found 

a little more excitement over locating the right answers in the shortest time. All these 

became active and engaging learning processes where the students participated 

without being aware of the CT objectives I had planned to fulfill behind these tasks 

and strategies. 

 4.4.2.3 Engaging Tasks. The creative tasks such as designing original menu 

items were also interactively engaging for all. Students had a great time completing 

the task, and the class was in wild laughter as they heard everyone presenting their 

products afterwards. Yet the most important part of this exercise limited not only to 

getting students feeling comfortable to be creative, but also to provide their reasons to 

why they wanted to sell this specific item. I wanted the students to think critically, 

creatively, and reasonably.         

4.4.3 Modifying. The worksheets improved the students’ learning conditions, but 

I wanted to challenge the students to their next level. In fact, although the “locating 

info in the book” strategy had promoted overall engagement, it could only provide 

limited access for students to really deliver what they thought and knew. Moreover, I 

had noticed that the intermediate students would sometimes hide under the wings of 

their more advanced peers by simply listening to them speak and then write down the 

page numbers. Yet, as long as they were participating, and even responding when I 

called for answers, I accepted that it was a process that they must go through until 

they could finally start using a second/foreign language to compose critical thoughts. 

Since they had been familiarized with the process of using textual evidence to justify 
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their ideas, the actual generating of statements would be the next CT milestone.  

 In addition to setting the bar of the CT questions higher, I wanted to focus on 

specific CT skills listed on my rubrics to examine how students were performing. 

With the help of written responses, I would be able to know how much the students 

had progressed in their CT, and in which areas they were exceling or struggling. 

4.5 Stage 5: Semester 2, Week 20 

4.5.1 Developing and Implementing. Based on my CT rubric, I am holding my 

students accountable for their performances under four criteria: Logical Reasoning, 

Evidence of Proof, Personal Experiences, and Independent Thinking. In the last stage, 

I planned on administering tasks that were created around these four criteria, which 

will be discussed in detail in the next part. In my CT lessons, I took both the 

“process” and “content” approach. The former means to teach it as an independent 

course, and the latter means to teach it within the courses (Fahim & Bagheri, 2012). In 

addition, I involved using Socratic questioning skills to provoke deeper thinking, 

sometimes explicitly introducing the CT skills to students, and sometimes implicitly 

without. The following are tasks that I had implemented in modifying my lessons on 

the four CT skills: 

4.5.1.1 Part 1: Logical Reasoning. To challenge the students in exercising their 

logical reasoning skills, I asked questions whose answers could not be sought without 

careful examination of information and inference making. Here are three example 

questions: 

How much does Attila Celeste pay for breakfast? Why? 

Who does Mo view as her competition in solving the case? Why? 

How does Joe Starr find out about Dale eventually? 

In order to answer this type of question, which involved information processing, 
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analyzing, synthesizing and inferencing, the students needed to reason with logic. For 

example, they would need to know that Attila Celeste has blackmailed the protagonist 

with some unrevealed secrets, and therefore she could eat for free. Or, they would 

need to identify all the scattered textual clues to pinpoint why Joe Starr knows Dale is 

not innocent. Because these questions were bent and curved on purpose, the students 

had to exercise their logical reasoning skills in order to come to a conclusion. 

4.5.1.2 Part 2: Evidence of Proof. One of the major changes that I made at this 

stage was to require the students to answer the CT questions in complete sentences 

and paragraphs. From early data analysis, providing evidence of proof was one of the 

relatively weak skills that the students had performed. The new open-ended 

thought-prompters provided opportunities to search for such information when trying 

to make responses. The following are a few more example questions that called for 

deep thinking, such as: 

    What kind of person is Dale? Provide examples. 

‘The colonel keeps the café military crisp; Miss Lana prefers a theme,’ please 

find evidence from p. 135-136 to explain that. 

 Like the logical reasoning questions, the ones for evidence of proof avoided 

simple and superficial answers that could be found printed on the pages. The essence 

to answering these questions was explaining the reasons by providing evidence. For 

example, to describe how Dale is as a person, one must decipher and paraphrase the 

author’s rather subtle and indirect original description; to compare and contrast the 

café under different managers, the students needed to go back and re-read the parts 

where the habits of the colonel and Miss Lana are being described, then, use the 

information as a basis to organize their findings. 

By practicing repetitively, the students were constantly reviewing the important 
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skill of finding evidence as proof to support one’s statements. 

4.5.1.3 Part 3: Personal Experiences. To have students practice making 

references to their personal experiences, I pulled scenes from the book and asked 

students to come up with similar ones. In fact, as data showed, involving personal 

experiences was one of skills that my students continued lacking, and also one that I 

could have invested more class time in. In order to successfully resonate their own 

experiences with the book, the students needed to figure out exactly which part they 

needed to provide a similar experience for, which based on that CT initiates when 

connections are made “between individual lives and social conditions” (Wallerstein, 

1983).  

To start light, I provided questions such as: “Write about a personal experience 

when your ‘confidence wobbled like a bike in heavy sand’ (p.135)”. In response to 

such question, students needed to understand what makes the character lose 

confidence in a harsh way. Then, they would recall a similar experience that resulted 

in likewise feelings. To resonate well, one had to merge the emotions of two stories 

first to truly emphasize their own account. Their resonation would then become the 

new focus and the ultimate end-product. 

4.5.1.4 Part 4: Independent Thinking. The essence of being a critical thinker 

casts heavily on being able to think independently, basing on reasoning and evidence 

rather than what everyone else thinks. In training students on this skill, I provided 

semi-open-ended questions to get students’ mind exercising for their version of 

satisfying responses. Here are two example questions: 

 If you were Mo or Dale, what would you do at this point? 

   Basing on what you have read in Chapter 15, make a hypothesis on how Mr. 

Jesse got his money and why he had been making donations for eleven years. 
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With these questions, there was an array of possible answers that the students 

could possibly provide. The point was not whether whose version was correct, but 

how the students got to the answer, and what their reasons and evidence of proof 

were. The students were going through the process of evaluating loose pieces of 

information and making a most-likely assumption at the best of their knowledge.  

4.5.1.5 Part 5: Other Relevant Skills. When the students were asked to recall an 

event in a chapter during discussion, they retold the plot in detail rather than provide 

the most significant accounts. Not only did that take up a great chunk of class time, 

but also prevented the students from learning to process information, which is an 

important skill in becoming a strong reader and thinker. I began asking my students to 

summarize the chapters as one of the weekly in-class CT exercises. The students were 

taught to identify major events and characters responsible for certain actions, 

prioritize their significances, and organize all the information into a chronologically 

paraphrased paragraph. 

 Also, my teaching experiences have echoed scholarly findings on the importance 

of incorporating kinesthetic activities in the lessons. An example to demonstrate it 

was that I replaced the writing of one of the weekly worksheets with a group 

reviewing game. For the activity, I created fifteen yes-no questions to quiz students on 

their comprehension. The students were asked to stand in a straight line right in the 

center of the room, and as soon as I read a question, they needed to show their 

responses by either quickly moving to the right (correct) or the left (incorrect). Due to 

the nature of the activity, which provided the students neither time nor room for 

hesitation, it ignited active engagement and spirited participation. I wanted to 

incorporate kinesthetic activities to lure for positive social settings, motivation, and 

interest (Harrington, 1999) to address the needs of students who would benefit from 
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NS 

 
Criteria 

 

physical movements and interactive activities. This adaptation might not have direct 

relevance to stimulating CT, but was aimed at creating a friendly ambience where 

students experience that CT takes place in both serious situations and also casual 

everyday scenarios. 

4.5.2 Reflecting. The following are the results of the last stage during Stage 5. 

 

Table 13 

Stage 5: Semester 2, Week 20 

 Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical Reasoning 4 2.25 

Evidence of Proof 1.22 1.75 

Personal Experiences 1 1 

Independent Thinking 4 2.75 

  

As shown through the CT results of all the students on Semester 2, Week 20, 

both Logical Reasoning (3.14 to 3) and Independent Thinking (3.14 to 3.28) were 

beyond the median value. However, Evidence of Proof had its drastic drop (3.33 to 

1.52) and also falling below the median since the first stage. Their overall 

performance on Personal Experiences was still not improving.  

 However, if the results of two language groups are examined, it would play a 

different tune. All nine bilingual students scored full scores of 4 on both Logical 

Reasoning and Independent Thinking, while the non-bilingual students averaged a 

2.25 and 2.75 on those two criteria. An assumption is made here that, due to the 

Table 12 

Stage 5: Semester 2, Week 20 

 

 

                    * 
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    2 
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 4 Mean 

Logical reasoning 0 3 5 2 11 3 

Evidence of Proof 0 14 4 2 1 1.52 

Personal Experiences 0 21 0 0 0 1 

Independent Thinking 0 1 2 8 10 3.28 

*NS= number of students 

Scale 
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change of direction, which was to ask students to write thorough responses targeting 

on specific CT skills, the intermediate students hesitated to express their ideas using 

English. In another words, when asked to elaborate CT ideas in a paragraph, the 

non-bilingual students did not feel as comfortable delivering as the bilingual group. 

Since grammatical correctness or writing skill were not my focuses, the non-bilingual 

students scored low due to the lack of visible written production of thoughts, rather 

than writing sentences with errors. In addition, while both groups failed to meet the 

median score on Evidence of Proof on the tasks in the last stage, the non-bilingual 

group scored slight higher than their peers (I: 1.75; H-I: 1.22), showing that the skills 

could be attained regardless of language proficiency differences.    

4.5.2.1 Scaffolding and Encouraging the Written Responses. The new written 

responses started off with most students submitting unfinished or late assignments, 

regardless of their language proficiency level, but I was assertive and determined to 

change that by providing more scaffolding for the non-bilingual group and 

encouragement for the bilingual group. In situations like this, my remedial approaches 

were geared to inspire rather than force students to become critical thinkers, which 

echoed to what Noddings (1984) stated that good teachers help students feel confident 

in completing academic tasks in a “self-regulated fashion”. This conversation lasted 

for a couple weeks, and fairly soon, I only had a trivial number of habitual 

procrastinators.  

 The bilingual learners elaborated and wrote their CT responses in great length. 

The non-bilingual students, who were still influenced by their language restrictions, 

were gradually on their way to throwing words on paper. Ideally, this group would be 

in the hands of time, where their level of language proficiency would also elevate the 

delivery of their CT ideas.  
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 4.5.2.2 Socratic Questioning. Despite the outcome, both groups of students 

benefited from my Socratic Questioning technique in different ways. During 

whole-class discussions, the bilingual students felt comfortable in openly taking 

challenges to these endless questions. In fact, these questions helped prompt for 

deeper thinking and more solid supporting evidence. By finding decent answers to the 

questions, students were stimulated to think and establish new understanding (Fahim 

& Bagheri, 2012). When I asked students questions in a discussion, I would throw 

follow-up questions one after another. If the students provided me a simple word or 

sentence response, I would challenge them by asking questions such as: “How did you 

know that?” “Why did you say so?” “What made you think that way?” “Why don’t 

you tell me more about it?” “So…you are saying?” etc. to get students to explain, 

justify, provide proof, or deliver their ideas. At first, I would always get very limited 

responses; however, as I did not easily give up on my endless why’s, the students 

gradually got used to my way of asking questions and were doing better and better in 

responding with well-thought ideas. The non-bilingual group, although not as 

comfortable with whole-class discussions as their classmates, was supported when the 

questions were listed on paper. 

 4.5.2.3 Administering the Communicative Approach. Good learning moments 

occurred when students construct meaning through communication. For instance, 

when students came up with different answers for a close-ended question, I asked 

them to re-read the text, analyze the textual evidence, and put the pieces together 

again, all by asking questions to elicit the use of CT skills, and the class got to a 

unified answer. The students felt energized and were enthusiastic about an authentic 

learning experience that solved a real problem, taught skills, and was interactive and 

welcoming for participation. It could be said that with good questions being asked, 
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students were more likely to think deeply of the issues being discussed (Gunter, Estes, 

and Mintz, 2010). That lesson echoed three of Coyle’s (2010) four Cs, which are 

content, cognition, and communication. Instead of sticking to the homey traditional 

superficial comprehension questions, the students felt confident leaving their comfort 

zones to meet tougher and more challenging tasks, which again proved that, if 

equipped and scaffolded right, students were much likely and had the potential to 

tackle tasks requiring higher-order thinking skills.  

Overview. In a year’s span of time, the students had gotten on a literary journey 

designed to raise their CT awareness and apply relevant skills as they read, discussed, 

wrote, and thought. Whereas the class meetings only took place once a week, I felt 

like a lot was being done. First of all, they had completed reading two English novels 

and had gotten hold of all the major events in the works. Secondly, they had gradually 

built a sense of appreciation and interest in the reading of authentic literature work 

written in a second language. Third, they had become fully aware of what it meant to 

think critically, and had applied such knowledge and skills to interpreting and 

defining what’s being presented to them. On top of all that, they revealed their 

personal beliefs and stories through resonating, and started to understand that it took 

time, effort, and mind to think critically about actions taken, knowing that they would 

lead to consequences that may bring great influence onto the lives of their own and 

others.  
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Chapter 5 

 Discussion & Conclusion 

 This study had been conducted in a bilingual classroom of nine 

high-intermediate and twelve intermediate students over forty weeks. The aim of the 

study was to seek strategies that best help stimulate students’ CT skills through the 

teaching of literature, and how those strategies affected the learning results of the two 

language groups. The teacher-researcher had adopted the developing, implementing, 

reflecting, and modifying steps of an action-research framework, and by analyzing 

student learning result data in each of the five reflecting stages, modified tasks and 

pedagogies were used in responding to those results. Table 14 demonstrates the 

procedures of the actual lessons: 

Table 14 

Overall Procedure  
S1W1* PretestResult 1 

St 1: S1W3 Read Aloud & Teacher’s CT Questioning; Literature Circles Result 2  

St 2: S1W11 Literature Circles Demo; 3 Tasks (Personality, Pride & Prejudice+ Self Portraits, 

Resonating w/ Eddie’s Life) Result 3  

St 3: S1W20 Film Clips & Afterthoughts; Resonating; CT exercises  Result 4  

St 4: S2 W11 Weekly CT Responses (Page #); Socratic Questioning  Result 5  

St 5: S2W20 Weekly CT Responses (Written responses); Socratic Questioning  Result 6  

*St= Stage; S=Semester; W=Week 

 

 The discussion includes two parts. The first part will answer my three research 

questions, and the second part will correspond to other research findings. 

 5.1 Research Question 1: What teaching strategies can stimulate all 

participants’ critical thinking skills through literature? Throughout the period 

of study, many strategies were adopted, triggering different CT learning results 

(Figure 1). Question 1 is targeted on teaching strategies that were the most 

well-received and CT-stimulating for both the bilingual and non-bilingual students. 

According to the results shown in Table 15 and the teacher-researcher’s 
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observation notes, 6 strategies were identified.  
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        Figure 1: CT Results of All Participants in the 5 Stages 

 

Table 15 

Activities, CT Skills, CT Results of All Participants 

Stage Activities Target CT 

Development 

Results of 

All 

Participants 

 

Results of Language Groups 

Bilingual Non-bilingual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1: 

S1 

W3 

• Pretest 

 

 

 

 

• Teacher’s Reading Aloud & 

CT Group Discussions 

• Literature Circles 

• LR 

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

2.33 

1.52 

2.14 

3.52 

 3 

2 

2.22 

3.77 

 

 

 

 

1.83 

0.66 

2.08 

3.33 

• LR 

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

2.33 

2.28 

1.33 

3.33 

 3.11 

2.66 

1.44 

4 

 

 

 

 

1.75 

2 

1.25 

2.83 

 

2: 

S1 

W11 

• Literature Circles (plus demo) 

• 3 Tasks: Personality Task,   

Pride & Prejudice+ Self 

Portrait, 

 Protagonist Compare & 

Contrast 

• LR  

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

2.52 

2.76 

3.09 

2.71 

 3.55 

3.66 

3.66 

4 

 

 

 

 

1.75 

2.08 

2.66 

2.75 

 

3: 
S1 

W20 

 

• Film clips: favorite scenes 

and afterthoughts 

• LR 

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

2.52 

3.04 

1.66 

3.04 

 2.55 

3.11 

1.66 

3 

 

 

 

 

2.5 

3 

1.6 

2.41 

 

4: 

S2 

W11 

• Socratic Questioning 

• Written responses and 

worksheets 

• LR 

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

3.14 

3.33 

1 

3.14 

 3.66 

3.55 

1 

3.77 

 

 

 

 

2.75 

3.16 

1 

2.66 

 

5: 

S2 

W20 

• Socratic Questioning 

• Written responses and 

worksheets 

• LR 

• EP 

• PE 

• IT 

 

 

 

 

3 

1.52 

1 

3.28 

 4 

1.22 

1 

4 

 

 

 

 

2.25 

1.75 

1 

2.75 

LR= Logical Reasoning    EP= Evidence of Proof   PE= Personal Experiences   IT= Independent Thinking 
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Scaffolding. The participants’ lack of CT experience required scaffolding. One 

way to start was to explicitly and repeatedly explain what CT meant to the 

participants. In addition, the teacher-researcher’s awareness to cultivate a CT-friendly 

classroom setting was as important. For example, the teacher-researcher would 

encouragingly ask students to challenge existing statements, prompt them to explain, 

elaborate, and provide evidence to their answers, and openly affirm such responses 

when the participants showed effort in doing so. By cultivating a CT learning setting 

in a literature class, the teacher-researcher familiarized the participants with the idea 

and exercising of CT, which prepared them to be accepting to and even active in 

thinking critically. 

 In addition to be psychologically and socially supportive, the teacher-researcher 

scaffolded students’ learning by providing visual support such as self-created 

worksheets tailored to specific CT skills emphasized in the lesson. These worksheets 

served as reminders and guiding posts as students work through the questions. For 

example, instead of writing a paragraph to explain how students know the protagonist 

has a huge crush on a boy, which required organizing and synthesizing of information 

and language, students were able to demonstrate their knowledge and skill simply by 

locating where the evidences are in the book. The film clips also provided visual 

support—especially for the intermediate group—in which complete comprehension 

was yet to be attained for some members. The motion picture helped these students 

find more subjects and events to relate to, an important source for their commentaries. 

Figure 1 demonstrated how all the participants’ performances on Logical Reasoning 

had been improved with the help of the supplementary materials, elevating from the 

median in Stage 1 (2.33), Stage? (2.52) to Stage? (3.14).  
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Socratic Questioning. In the beginning of the study, students were prone to 

making statements without offering reasons in the discussion sessions and on their 

written responses. Along the way, the teacher-researcher had gradually familiarized 

them to the Socratic way of questioning, which was to elicit further explanations from 

the students by asking them more questions until their answers were properly justified. 

This reinforced the exercising of logic and reason, which the students became aware 

that all statements needed to be made sensible and reason-based. For example, when 

students were asked how much the antagonist had to pay for her lunch, they needed to 

revisit all the textual information and follow the pieces of evidence until they could 

reach the conclusion that the meal would be free of charge under the blackmailing 

scheme. The key to elicit Logical Reasoning and Evidence of Proof was nailing the 

kind of questions that contained the qualities in which such skills were necessary in 

finding the answer.  

 In addition to setting CT-stimulating questions, the teacher-researcher’s 

demonstration of thinking-aloud—an explicit way to show the participants how the 

questions could be generated and responded—exposed students to how information 

was broken into pieces and reconnected again. By listening to how questions and 

responses were made, students would imitate this procedure when they were asked to 

apply these skills on the individual assignments. 

 Alongside the Socratic questioning strategy, time was also an important factor 

in sharpening students’ CT skills in general. On one realm, providing enough time to 

individuals being called to answer questions —rather than skipping down to the next 

student when no immediate response was made—allowed struggling participants the 

opportunity to break through the walls. On the other realm, understanding that it took 

time for students to progress in performing CT skills enforced the teacher to be 
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compassionate and tolerant in allowing all students time to make progress as well as 

mistakes. With the help of time and intensive training, in the last two Stages, where 

the students had gone through a good period of time’s training on exercising their 

logic and sense, they had achieved the two highest average scores. 

Explicitly Asking for Proof. Evidence of Proof started out being the students’ 

weakest skill; however, they had made great improvements as they went through 

sessions of CT training. As seen on the Figure 1, students’ progression was positive in 

the first four Stages, until dropping to a 1.52 in the last Stage.    

For this CT skill, I had gradually trained the students to explicitly provide 

evidence of proof in the discussions and all the tasks and assignments. Whenever 

students were to present an idea, they were always asked to quote from the book or 

offer textual information to tell me how they got to the conclusion. For example, 

when students were asked to provide their own hypothesis of why stingy Mr. Jesse 

donated so much money to the church, they had to offer evidence to support their 

statements. This kind of question required students to leave their comfort-shell of 

opinions without causes, and focus on using evidence to prove.  

 Asking students to provide evidence of proof had also affected the way students 

responded. For example, usages of phrases such as “According to paragraph 3…” or 

“Based on the article…” became more visible in their written responses, showing that 

they were aware of the importance to construct their statements on solid foundation. 

Of course, my students did not naturally come to these phrases initially. It was in my 

mini CT lectures that I explained and introduced how these technical terms help shape 

their words, and how their thinking would in turn revolve around the concept when 

presenting their thoughts. In the forty weeks of CT training, these concepts were 

constantly being explicitly and implicitly reminded by the teacher.   
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 Asking Students to Make Personal Connections. Most of my students were not 

used to bringing up their personal experiences naturally when answering questions. As 

seen on Figure 1, the students performed this skill the best in Stage 2 (3.09), while 

failing in all the other. The possible reasons as to why the results had turned out this 

way would be explained after the positive results in Stage 2 are first justified.  

Asking students to resonate with the characters’ experiences from literature was 

one of the ways to stimulate Personal Experiences. For example, I had students 

compare their personalities with Elizabeth in Pride and Prejudice; required students 

to explicitly share their personal experiences through CT exercises was another way, 

and asked students to write about one experience that they had encountered that was 

in common with the protagonist’s. By comparing and contrasting their own 

experiences with the text, students were familiarizing themselves with involving their 

own experiences in the evaluation of the target source.  

 A possible explanation to why students performed poorly except for Stage 2 was 

that the activities in this Stage were the most direct in asking students to involve their 

own experiences. In addition, despite the training of such skill, the limited life 

experiences of the students due to their young age might reflect in the results as well. 

In comparison with the first two Stages, where dietary habits or personality traits were 

not difficult for students’ to get hold of, the latter tasks contained questions related to 

a broader scheme of life encounters, such as paternal relationships or nerve-racking 

experiences. For this specific criterion, the way questions were popped was an 

important factor on deciding how much my students would and were able to respond 

involving their own stories.  

 Encouraging Students to Think Outside the Box. As seen on Figure 1, 

delivering independent ideas was the least difficult skill for all students. In both 
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spoken and written responses, students’ individuality was identified through their own 

versions of responses to the same question. Moreover, in creative tasks like menu 

designing, all students created items that were different, original, and representative of 

their personalities. From the beginning of my class, the teacher-researcher had 

cultivated an inviting and safe learning community that welcomed students’ 

independent ideas. While the importance of Logical Reasoning and Evidence of Proof 

was continuously emphasized, the use of imagination and creativity—which prompted 

students to generate original ideas representing their individuality—was encouraged 

as well. In addition to cultivating a safe and motivating class setting that celebrated 

creative ideas and original ideas, it was also important to create tasks and questions 

that would prompt for such deliveries of thoughts. For example, the creative menu 

designing tasks, or the “If you were…” questions, were all stimulators of responses 

full of individuality and creativity. 

 Independent Thinking, in fact, had been the one criterion that never dropped 

below the median score in the entire study, ranging from 2.71 to 3.52 for all students, 

and with only one 2.41 from the intermediate group in Stage 3. From the start, the 

students had been reminded over and over again that, as long as they had proper 

reasons, they were more than welcomed to speak their own minds. Moreover, they 

were taught that the main purpose to stay true to one’s independent thoughts was that 

it equipped them to always examine the facts and details through CT skills, rather than 

embrace popular or one-sided comments. Through tasks and questions that both 

openly and subtly lure students’ exercising of their minds, the students performed 

excellently on this criterion. 

 Adopting the Communicative Approach. Taking the communicative approach 

not only ensured the classroom a place that welcomed each individual’s offer of 
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thoughts and freedom of speech, providing the participants a platform to express and 

communicate, it also promoted the respect of others’ opinions while staying true to 

their own. For example, after the students completed their menu designs, I had them 

take turns sharing their ideas as well as the reasons behind them. The students had the 

opportunity to openly make their statements while listening to multiple perspectives 

being presented by their peers, which subtly reminded them again that in the world of 

CT, there wouldn’t be authoritative nor official remarks made ready to be sold.  

5.2 Research Question 2: Based on Question 1, which strategy is the most 

CT-stimulating for the bilingual group and which for the non-bilingual group? 

Based on the six teaching strategies that were well-received for all participants in the 

first question, Question 2 narrowed its focus on which one of those six were the most 

stimulating for either group. 

 First of all, the bilingual students who had prior bilingual schooling experience 

were habitual readers and users of English and encountered fewer problems in 

completing the reading assignments—which was the foundation of the CT 

discussions—caused by linguistic difficulties. The non-bilingual students required 

more monitoring in finishing the reading and comprehending the text.  

Table 16 is organized based on the average of specific CT criteria results of both 

groups on activities that involved certain stimulating teaching strategies the most. For 

example, for Evidence of Proof, which was heavily administered in Stages 3-5, the 

participants’ performances on this criterion would be averaged to show how well this 

CT skill was stimulated by specific teaching strategy. In other words, the better the 

students perform in that CT skill, the more likely the adopted strategy was influential 

to their learning.  
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Table 16 

The Responses to Different CT Strategies of the Two Language Groups 

CT Teaching Strategies Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Scaffolding (Stages 2&4) 3.6 2.25 
Socratic Questioning (Stages 4&5) 3.83 2.5 
Explicitly Asking for Proof (Stages 3-5) 2.39 2.46 
Asking Students to Make Personal Connections (Stage 2) 3.66 2.66 
Encouraging Students to Think Outside the Box (Stages 4 &5) 3.77 2.66 
Adopting the Communicative Approach (Stages 1-5) 3.75 2.68 

 

 As can be seen on Table 16, the bilingual students reacted to Socratic 

Questioning the best (3.6), and benefited the least from Explicitly Asking for Proof 

(2.39). The non-bilingual students had the strongest reactions to the Communicative 

Approach (2.68), and the weakest in Explicitly Asking for Proof as well (2.46). 

However, the fact that Communicative Approach was in relevance the most influential 

strategy for the non-bilingual group needed to be looked at from the angle which the 

performances of both groups are compared. In other words, whereas the 

Communicative Approach had stimulated non-bilingual students the most, their score 

was still 1.07 lower than their bilingual peers. In fact, except for Explicitly Asking for 

proof—which both groups scored the lowest (2.39 and 2.46)—if we compare the rest 

of the five strategies, the corresponding performance gaps between the two groups 

range from 1-1.35. Regardless of the fact that within either group certain strategies 

were more influential than others, when comparing the results of bilingual and 

non-bilingual participants, the latter still had weaker performances in general. 

 Due to their prior formal bilingual education experience, the bilingual students 

were competent and comfortable in expressing their unique ideas openly. They were 

familiar with responding to questions—which is oftentimes how bilingual classes are 

structured—and had a lot to offer when it came to taking challenges, explaining ideas, 

and breaking cultural boundaries. Their proficiency in the language had also helped 
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with delivering and elaborating meaningful messages. However, according to Table 

16, they had appeared to require more training in using evidence to support their 

statements. 

 From the data, the non-bilingual students responded the strongest to the 

Communicative Approach and weakest to Scaffolding, and it should be looked at 

from a few different angles. First of all, from the way this data is analyzed, the 

Communicative Approach is being evaluated throughout all five stages whereas 

Scaffolding was mostly emphasized in the forms of the film and worksheets in only 

two Stages. Secondly, the results of the non-bilingual students responding to different 

strategies actually only ranged from 2.25-2.68, meaning that the teaching strategies 

had very similar levels of influence on their CT performances. In general, the 

non-bilingual students required not only modified teaching strategies but also ample 

opportunities and time to build their language that is required regardless of what 

teaching strategies are used. Still, with Communicative Approach being the highest 

score, a few assumptions could be made. Despite the fact that communication 

involved lots of language output, if cultivated well, students with lower proficiency 

may still benefit from this type of learning when they are supported by peers. In my 

study, the Communicative Approach included both class and group sessions, and 

therefore the result for this teaching strategy actually corresponds to both types of 

settings. And since group discussions also allowed non-bilingual students to discuss, 

imitate, or share ideas with their bilingual partners, this form of communication 

encouraged non-bilingual students’ CT responses and resulted in relatively higher 

scores for this strategy. 
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Research Question 3: Through literature study, which CT skills are the 

most-improved for the bilingual and the non-bilingual group? While Questions 1 

and 2 focus on teaching strategies, Question 3 aims at exploring the learning 

outcomes of CT to both groups. 

The participant’s average results of the CT skills throughout the five stages are 

presented in Table 17, indicating how the students’ language backgrounds influence 

on their CT learning. 

 Both the bilingual and non-bilingual students had the highest average in 

Independent Thinking (3.75 and 2.68). On the other hand, both groups had the lowest 

average scores in Personal Experience (1.75 and 1.5), falling below the median. The 

most likely reason as to why will be discussed in the upcoming teacher-researcher’s 

self-reflecting part. 

 With strong language skills—mostly when reading and writing are highly 

required—the bilingual group performed strongly in both Logical Reasoning and 

Independent Thinking. The other two skills, using evidence of proof and personal 

experience to support one’s statements, should be improved with ample practices and 

time. 

 The non-bilingual group was given credit to Independent Thinking for being able 

to produce original ideas without being evaluated on their grammatical errors. 

However, their language proficiency and insufficient cross-cultural exposure of 

in-class discussion did become a barrier when it came to delivering messages that 

demanded sensible reasoning and critical views. Similar to the bilingual group, they 

were also unused to making personal connections to support their statements. 
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Table 17 

CT Performances of the Two Language Groups 

CT Skills Bilingual Non-bilingual 

Logical Reasoning 3.37 2.2 

Evidence of Proof 2.84 2.39 

Personal Experience 1.75 1.5 

Independent Thinking 3.75 2.68 

 

  Overall, Independent Thinking was the CT skill that all students performed the 

best. Logical Reasoning came the second. Both Evidence of Proof and Personal 

Experiences called for more training. Although some CT skills were influenced by 

students’ language proficiency more than others, such as Logical Reasoning and 

Evidence of Proof, the non-bilingual students could also produce CT outcomes if 

grammar was not held accountable for. This finding proves that language proficiency 

does not play a dominant factor to either the bilingual or non-bilingual students’ CT 

learning. 

 

Discussion 

 Calvert and Sheen (2015) conducted their research on TBLT through Lewin’s 

action research framework. They had gotten to the conclusion that the constant 

modifying process brought “significant benefits” (pp.241) for the instructors and 

researchers. They had confirmed the approaches to be beneficial for problem-solving 

and pedagogy-improving in their classroom. In my study, I had also received positive 

results through constantly reflecting my pedagogies and responding to the evaluated  

outcomes with modified lessons that would immediately address my students’ 

learning weaknesses and needs. In the gradual process of ongoing adaptation, the 

teacher-researcher was aware of the importance to observe, evaluate, and improve the 

students’ learning conditions and more importantly, the outcomes. Moreover, the 
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problems in the lessons were identified shortly, and possible strategies were enforced 

efficiently.  

 In Albert, Albert, and Radsma’s (2002) research, the authors concluded that they 

were unable to sufficiently prove the positive correlational relationship between 

bilingualism and CT. In my study, as shown in the data analysis, the bilingual students 

who were placed in bilingual system prior to enrolling in the current program had the 

advantage of fluently comprehending, listening and composing ideas relating to the 

CT discussions—while their peers who were not encountered more barriers—did not 

appear to have outstanding advantages when it came to performing my target CT 

skills. Similar to Albert et al’s research, which proved that bilingualism somehow 

contributed to the participants’ CT disposition, the bilingual students in this study who 

had more experiences openly expressing and discussing their ideas, and were more 

familiar with the Western cultures were more comfortable and competent in 

elaborating their responses. The non-bilingual group of students took relatively longer 

time adjusting to answering questions constantly or delivering their ideas in English in 

a structured and logical way. 

 Tung and Chang (2009) had worked on developing a group of college students’ 

CT through literature reading in their research, and had stated that literature reading 

indeed helped students improve their overall CT skills, and that students’ language 

proficiency did not relate to the outcomes. My non-bilingual students, who were 

approximately six years younger than Tung and Chang’s participants, shared similar 

backgrounds: both parties were EFL students trying to learn CT skills through 

literature reading. From my data analysis, my students’ CT skills were progressing 

through the stimulation of different CT tasks. For example, providing evidence of 

proof had appeared in students’ work more frequently over time. Moreover, in 
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comparison with the pretest, all students made improvements in their Logical 

Reasoning skills. 

The Teacher-researcher’s Self-reflection 

 A humble confession should first be made. I did not come to realize my 

unconscious bias placing more emphasis on certain CT skills over the others until I 

had come to the end of my study. Despite my awareness to observe and address 

problems, I had taken the involvement of Personal Experiences for granted and 

ignored the data that obviously reflected the lack of it in the students’ output 

throughout the entire study. I did not pick up the thread when all the participants only 

exercised Personal Experience when it was explicitly asked of them in Stage 2 while 

failing the rest. To a degree, my own hidden judgment that other CT skills required 

more focus and training was revealed when students’ poor performance in Personal 

Experience had proved to be undealt with throughout the two semesters. As much as I 

knew to maintain a balanced enforcement of the four skills, I still failed to avoid the 

opposite. As a teacher-researcher, this experience will serve as a reminder in my 

future teaching career. 

 With that being said, conducting an action research had been a challenging yet 

rewarding experience for a classroom teacher. Although the constant reflecting and 

modifying procedures were time-consuming and even laboring, the overall experience 

was rewarding for the teacher in many ways. First, it reinforced the teacher’s 

awareness to address students’ learning needs and making changes. Second, it pushed 

the teacher to honestly examine her own teaching and students’ learning outcome. 

Most importantly, it helped create data for future lesson-planning reference. While the 

teacher-researcher continued to make progress by sharpening her teaching skills, 

hopefully the accumulated experiences may contribute to the work of other classroom 
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teachers who are in related fields.   

Conclusion and Teaching Implications 

 In this study, different strategies had been implemented. Some had more impact 

on students’ CT progress while others prompted limited results. Furthermore, 

strategies that did their tricks had different level of influence on the bilingual and 

non-bilingual students. 

 Teaching strategies such as scaffolding, Socratic Questioning, explicitly asking 

students for proof, making personal connections, and thinking out of the box, and the 

adoption of communicative approach were some of the most influential ones that 

benefited all participants in feeling comfortable to think critically and making 

progress to generate CT ideas. 

 Due to their bilingual background, the bilingual group of students performed the 

best in generating independent ideas. For the non-bilingual students, an array of 

scaffolding strategies was crucial in helping them succeed as critical thinkers. Both 

groups required explicit directions when it came to making personal connections. 

 Some teaching pedagogies were not as beneficial to stimulating students’ CT 

skills as I had anticipated. The Literature Circles, for example, were not organized or 

administered well enough to foster active conversations involving CT in my study. I 

view the failure the result of classroom management issues that I did not invest more 

time in solving. The timing I had selected to administer the Literature Circles might 

also play a role. Perhaps there would be a chance of better outcomes should the same 

activity be introduced later into the course, or at least when the students were getting 

familiar with the basic CT skills or conducting text-related conversations. Despite so, 

there are existing examples of successful execution of such activities, enhancing the 

practicality of their functions in literature classrooms. 
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  The participants’ CT skills did not completely correspond to their language 

proficiency levels. However, some non-bilingual students were psychologically 

affected and were self-conscious of their own linguistic limitations whenever they 

were asked to speak or write. To ease this issue, assigning mixed groups was helpful 

in relieving some of the anxiety. As the security issues improved, and as groups of 

four or five required more discipline and management, I would try to break down the 

number of students in each group, and made sure that students were working with 

peers that would best help them learn. 

 When developing and planning the lesson, the difficulty level of the tasks, 

availability of language and visual support, the atmosphere of the learning setting, and 

the design of the worksheet assignments should all be taken into consideration. The 

teacher had to carefully observe and examine students’ learning conditions and 

performances to modify what was working and what not. Without analyzing the 

students’ reaction and learning needs, it would be unlikely to get hold of pedagogies 

that would tackle the problems and improve the outcomes. In addition to observation 

and evaluation, it was a good way to openly ask students how they felt through 

conversations or written responses. Once the students felt safe to cast in their real 

feelings of their learning, the teacher would have a greater chance to efficiently 

modify future lessons. 

 Building a trusting and respectful relationship between the teacher and students 

also played a major role in my study. While the teacher-researcher had high 

expectations of the students’ CT progress, it was kept in mind that this was fairly new 

to them, and that some of them had yet to overcome issues like reading pace, 

language barriers, teenage self-consciousness etc. The teacher-researcher purposely 

cultivated an open and communicative environment where students had lots of 
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opportunities to engage in the conveying and listening of relevant CT conversations. 

Physically the teacher-researcher would constantly travel around the classroom as she 

read, lectured, led discussions, or observed student performances. In addition, stickers, 

clipart, casual fonts, interactive tasks, and dramatic read-alouds were involved, all in 

hope to provide students a less stressful and error-safe learning environment.  

 The participants showed enthusiasm whenever new activities were introduced. 

Rather than teaching literature with lectures and discussions only, various tasks and 

multiple assignment forms were involved for students to present their CT products. 

Group activities, weekly worksheets, kinesthetic games, creative menu designing and 

presenting, to name a few, not only motivated students’ active engagement, but also 

brought laughter and valuable learning moments now and then.  

 Regardless of the students being bilingual or non-bilingual students, my most 

recommended strategies identified in this research were the Socratic questioning way 

and the Communicative Approach. Both strategies helped elicit responses and 

cultivated an encouraging environment, all in the hope to train the students to become 

frequent users of Logical Reasoning, Evidence of Proof, Personal Experiences, and 

Independent Thinking skills along the way. Hopefully, the habit of asking why and 

finding enough evidence until a justified answer appeared will gradually grow into the 

participants’ thinking webs and someday becomes the string of questions and 

procedures that they will ask themselves and take actions on whenever CT is required, 

whether in the reading of other literature work, or essentially, the issues that life itself 

throws at them.        
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Appendix 1 
 

Reading Circles Record Sheet- 
 

Name: Student #:  
 

 
Date Role Assigned Pages Completed 

Reading 
e.g.  10-9-2014 Discussion 

Leader 
p. 1-19 All/half/p. 1-5 
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Appendix 2 
 
Name: ______________________    #: _____    Date: _____________________ 

 

___________________’s New Year Resolution 
We’re 8 days into 2015. With a fresh year ahead, let’s plan for the future! In 
every aspect of life, how would you like to improve things and how hard are 
you willing to work for them? Take some time to fill in the blanks and prepare 
to share with group members. 
 
 

Academic 
What are some of the goals you’d like to 

achieve this year? How? 
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

Relationships 
In terms of social life, any changes to be 

made? How? 
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

Family 
Do you spend enough time with your 

family? What could be done? 
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

Health 
Are you satisfied with your health 

condition? What can be done to improve it? 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

Mind 
Feeling peaceful and positive in general?  

How do you maintain a balanced mindset? 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

Personal 
Anything you’d like to do for yourself? 

 
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 
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Appendix 3 
 

Name: ___________________     #: _____      Date: ____________________ 

 

Chapter 12: Three Times Lucky 
Critical Thinking Exercise 

1. “The colonel keeps the café military crisp; Miss Lana prefers a 
theme.” Please find evidence from p.135-136 to explain that. 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 

2. How does Joe Starr find out about Dale eventually?  
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 

3. Write about a personal experience when your “confidence 
wobbled like a bike in 
heavy sand” (p.135). 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 

 
Name: ___________________     #: _____      Date: ____________________ 

 

Chapter 15: Three Times Lucky 
 
Critical Thinking Exercise 

1. Basing on what you have read in Chapter 15, make a hypothesis on 
how Mr. Jesse got his money and why he had been making 
donations for eleven years. 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 4 

Name: _____________________       #: _____   Date: ____________________ 

 

Chapters 1-3: Characters and Setting of Three Times Lucky 

 

Part I. Getting Started 
1. Characters 

Mr. J_______________     
M____ L__________ 
D_______   
C___________   
Miss L_______    
Miss R______     
L______________    
Mayor L __________  

Grandmother Miss Lacy 
Thornton    
Tinks Williams 
Sally Amanda Jones   
Sam Quinerly   
Reverend Thompson & Thessalonians 
Skeeter McMillan 
Azalea Women 

2. Setting: Tupelo Landing, North Carolina, USA  
Part II. Questions for Chapter 1 

1. How many family members does Mo have? (p.2, P9) 
2. Why does Dale wear big shoes? (p.7, P3) 
3. What kind of café does the colonel and Miss Lana own? (p. 8, P3) 
4. What is the colonel like? (p.8 P2; p.9, P1; p.11, P3) 

Part III. Questions for Chapter 2 
1. Why is Detective Starr here? (p.15, P3) 
2. What does Dale say his name was? Why? (p.15, P10) 
3. Why is Detective Starr interested in the old Thunderbird? (p.23, P-2) 
4. Why does Dale suggest Mr. Jesse to offer a reward? (p.25, P-2) 

Part IV. Questions for Chapter 3 
1. Who is “Upstream Mother?” (p.29, P2) 
2. What is the Piggly Wiggly Chronicles? 
3. What is the “message in the bottle?” (p.30, P1) 
4. What does the very last sentence mean? Do you have a similar 

experience? 
 




